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newsbriefs
Medical Reiki Certification

Mind, Body, Spirit Expo Oct 3

Raven Keyes, best selling author of The Healing Power of Reiki,
will provide training for reiki masters who wish to assist surgeons in the operating room, patients in chemotherapy suites,
mothers giving birth, children who are seriously ill and more
on November 28-29 in Charlotte. As certified Medical Reiki
Practitioners participants will be held to a gold standard of
practice to perform reiki in Charlotte area hospitals.
Keyes is the first reiki master to bring reiki into the operating room of Dr. Mehmet C. Oz and works with surgeons at
Columbia Presbyterian Hospital in New York City to provide
reiki to patients before, during and after surgeries. She works
closely with Dr. Sheldon M. Feldman, Chief of Breast Surgery
at Columbia University College of Physicians and Surgeons and
president elect of The American Society of Breast Surgeons.
A strong advocate for reiki during surgery, Feldman has said,
“Reiki in the OR elevates the whole experience, and I like that.
When a reiki master is present, everyone remembers why they
went to medical school in the first place: we all started wanting
to be healers, and when reiki is there we get to remember that.”

Ahlara International, a
spa, boutique and
spiritual center located in Mooreseville,
announces its Fall
Mind, Body, Spirit
Expo to take place on
October 3rd from 1 to
5 p.m. This popular
event hosts local intuitive readers and
holistic healers for an
afternoon of messages
and healing techniques to nurture the mind, body and spirit.
Among the offerings are foot reflexology, reiki, numerology, angel card readings, spirit art, emotion coding and many
more. The charge for 15-minute sessions ranges from $20 to
$30 and early scheduling is encouraged. Appointments are
recommended, but walk-ins are welcome.

Info: Carol Calvert at 704-729-4569. A full description of the
class and registration can be seen at: lightingupcharlotte.com/
medical-reiki-with-raven-keyes.php

Ahlara is located at 155 Joe V. Knox Ave. in Mooresville. Info/
appointments: 704-662-0946, AhlaraInternational.com.

Respira Vita Salt & Sauna
Offering Memberships
Respira Vita Salt & Sauna is now offering memberships for a
limited time. Benefits include unlimited use of salt therapy,
infrared sauna and thermal massage services. No long-term
contract is required.
Salt therapy can improve lung function, increase the resistance to respiratory tract diseases, strengthen the immune
system and improve general health and quality of life. Fullspectrum infrared sauna is an effective tool for natural healing and prevention and may detoxify the body, relieve pain,
improve circulation and help with weight loss and relaxation.
Thermal massage is a fusion of massage, chiropractic theory
and acupressure effect with infrared heat therapy that gently
stretches and straightens the spine.
“The benefits of many complementary and alternative medicines are optimized when the therapies are incorporated into
a healthy lifestyle and used on a regular basis. Unfortunately,
many of these therapies are not covered by healthcare insurance, making them cost prohibitive to many. At the very least,
the frequency of use is often reduced and the benefits never
fully realized,” says co-owner David Rabon.
Info: RespiraVita.com or 704-628-5788.

First Annual Biketoberfest Oct 17
On October 17, Sustain Charlotte will
host the first annual
Biketoberfest. This
family-friendly event
will involve a scavpm
around Center City
and South End. Participants will bike,
walk and/or ride to a
diversity of destinations while obtaining
stamps in their official Biketoberfest Passport. Passports can be redeemed for
raffle tickets and each stamp will be good for one raffle ticket.
The more destinations visited, the more chances to win great
prizes including a new Trek bike. At 7pm, participants will
gather at Triple C Brewing for an after-party with live music,
food trucks and more.
Tickets to this event include a 2015 Biketoberfest t-shirt,
entry to the after party at Triple C, a beer, and discounts and
prizes from sponsoring businesses. All proceeds will benefit
Sustain Charlotte as the new bicycle, pedestrian, and transit
advocacy organization for Charlotte.
Tickets: SustainCharlotte.org/Biketoberfest
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Natural Hair Education Day
Healthy Home Market
is partnering with Hair
180 and the Susan
G. Komen Foundation to host their 4th
Annual Natural Hair
Education Day at the
Plaza Midwood location. Local hair stylists,
natural hair care product manufacturers and
nutritional supplement companies will
host free workshops
throughout the day. Topics will range from nutrients to know for
hair health to hair thinning and keeping hair moisturized.
Visitors will leave with great ideas, trendy tips and a little
something extra from attending a lecture in the Community
Wellness Center. At the conclusion of each lecture raffles will
be held for prizes and goodie bags. The event kicks off at 10 am
in the Wellness Center with live hair demos from Lucky You!
salon as well as a morning mixer with smoothie samples and
light refreshments. From 1-4 pm local vendors will offer crafts,
unique gifts, product samples and more. The day with conclude
with live music and a cookout on the patio starting at 4 pm.
Healthy Home Market is located at 1330 Central Avenue. A portion of the proceeds from the day’s business will be donated to
the Susan G. Komen Foundation. Visit HealthyHomeMkt.com.
for workshop content, times, vendor listing and more.

Reiki Master Level Training
The Kent-Cook Institute at The Nook will hold a Reiki Master
Level Training October 17 from 10am-5pm. This traditional Usui
Method Reiki Master Class is for those who have certifications in
reiki level 1 and level 2 and wish to train further in reiki but do not
plan to teach at this time. Students will receive two master level
attunements, review first and second degree curriculum and learn
the master symbol and how to use it in treatment. They will also
learn a technique to increase energy, have ample practice time
and receive a detailed manual and a certificate of completion.
“The sacred practice of Reiki requires reverence and our greatest
respect if we are to experience its most wonderful value. The benefits
of Reiki are both measurable and immeasurable, opening within
us the ability to heal ourselves and others, while bringing universal
direction for our lives,” says Marsha Cook, co-owner of The Nook.
                                           
Cost is $375 and registration is by October 1. Registration:
(704) 896-3111 or visit The NookStore, 19621 West Catawba
Avenue, Cornelius, NC 28301.
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A Chorus in Miracles Film
Local Authors Release Angel
Screening and 50th Anniversary Whispers: Messages of Hope and
Healing from Loved Ones
Spiritual pioneer James
Twyman, best known for
his NY Times bestseller The
Moses Code, is holding the
largest A Course in Miracles
celebration in history by sharing his latest film A Chorus in
Miracles in over 350 churches
nationwide this October. The
public is invited to Unity of
Charlotte October 23 at 7 pm for a screening to celebrate the 50th
anniversary of the spiritual text A Course in Miracles.
A musical journey in celebration of A Course in Miracles,
this documentary been insightfully created as an homage to this
important spiritual text. Because of the profound nature of the
work scribed by Helen Schucman beginning in 1965. A Chorus in
Miracles is an important film for long-time A Course in Miracles
students, those newly embarking on their own transformational
journey and any person with an interest in spirituality.
Tickets are $10 with proceeds benefiting the A Course In Miracles
Foundation. Unity of Charlotte is located at 401 E. Arrowood Rd.
Tickets are $10 with proceeds benefiting the A Course In Miracles
Foundation. Info: 704-523-0062 or UnityofCharlotte.org.

Authors Gail Hunt and Maudy
Fowler, an internationally sought
out Charlotte area mystic, have
released Angel Whispers: Messages of Hope and Healing From
Loved Ones. This book is an
inspirational journey of uplifting stories and common-sense
advice to help people find their
life’s purpose.
Angel Whispers shares Fowler’s conversations with angels
while focusing on love, honor,
respect, patience, courage, forgiveness and belief, elements she
feels are important to live by. By communicating the angels’
messages, she calms people in crisis, reaffirms their faith in
the hereafter and encourages them to move forward. The book
provides meditations and advice for achieving happiness in life
and exploring how angels stay close to those they love.
Info: Maudy.com.

Reach Your
Target Market
Secure this ad spot!
Contact us for ad rates.
Advertise@
AwakeningCharlotte.com
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ecotip
Tree Houses

Wildlife Thrives in Dead and Fallen Trees
Gathering winter firewood or felling dead trees may be a
necessary chore, but it’s best to avoid fallen or snag trees (still
upright and decomposing naturally) because they are home
to woodland and backyard wildlife.
Many types of birds, including woodpeckers, chickadees,
bluebirds, nuthatches, owls, wrens and tree swallows and
small mammals like raccoons, squirrels, opossums and porcupines use the cavities and crevices for shelter, food (in some
cases, dining on congregating invertebrates like millipedes,
beetles, spiders, worms and ants), mating, nesting and resting.
The U.S. Forest Service says that some 1,200 forms of
flora, including mosses, lichens and fungi, rely on dead,
dying or rotted-hollow trees and serve to refresh habitat by
returning vital nutrients to the soil via the nitrogen cycle.
Decaying logs on the forest floor also act as “nurse logs” for
new seedlings.
Likewise, it’s good to respect brush piles of mainly fallen
limbs and sticks. “These are wonderful hiding places for squirrels, rabbits and chipmunks,” reports Woodrow Nelson, a vice
president with the nonprofit Arbor Day Foundation (Arbor
Day.org), in Lincoln, Nebraska, which serves to plant, nurture
and celebrate trees.
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It’s best to identify existing and future snags prior to
gathering firewood or timber
to spare their accidental
destruction. Long-dead trees
are fairly easy to spot, with
their bony limbs bereft of
leaves. Snags-to-be require
more review. Look for signs
of disease or misshapen form:
bracket fungi, rotting branch
stubs, beetles, carpenter ants
or broken main limbs.
Nelson further advises,
“Proper pruning can turn
around a tree’s health.” He encourages consulting with a local
certified arborist or the foundation’s Backyard Woods program.
Keeping one or more snags in a yard can create
wildlife refuges. According to the National Wildlife Federation (nwf.org), hardwood trees tend to make better nesting habitats, while softer woods are more suited for food
foraging. As long as the wood is kept a reasonable distance
from a home, termites and other pests won’t find their way
between the two dwellings.
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healthbriefs

Red/Purple Produce is Best
for Our Weight and Heart

N

ew research published in the European Journal of
Clinical Nutrition has found the color of the fruits
and vegetables we eat may affect our weight and heart
health differently. The study followed 1,272 people
over a three-year period, beginning in 2006 and 2008.
The researchers compared their respective diets over
both periods with levels of cholesterol, weight and
waist circumference—all measures of obesity. The
research grouped fruits and vegetables into red/purple,
yellow, green, orange or white.
Among women, greater consumption of red/
purple fruits and vegetables was related to lower
weight and abdominal fat, lower blood sugar and
reduced total cholesterol. Meanwhile, greater consumption of yellow fruits and
vegetables was linked to weight gain over the same period.
Among men, the researchers found those that ate more red/purple fruits
and vegetables had reduced weight and waists compared to those that ate othercolored foods over the three-year period by an average of 13 and 14 percent,
respectively. Greater yellow fruit consumption was linked to lower total cholesterol levels. Green and white fruits and vegetables were associated with reduced
abdominal fat gain over the three-year period.

Colon Cancer Linked
to Gut Bacteria

A

study from the University of Minnesota has
found that two strains of virulent bacteria in
the gut significantly increase the incidence of
colon cancer, and a change in microbiology of the
gut often coincides with colon cancer. The study
tested 88 people, of which half had colon tumors.
The scientists sampled and analyzed gut
bacteria within the subjects to assess their
microbiomes. They found that colon cancers
were linked to those with microbiomes that had
increased levels of Fusobacteria and Providencia species of bacteria. The latter is considered
more virulent and responsible for the production
of certain enzymes that have been previously
linked with colon cancer.
These two species of bacteria have also been linked with higher rates of
inflammation and infection in other research. Fusobacteria has been found
prevalent among people with ulcerative colitis. Providencia species include
E. coli and Klebsiella, both found among urinary tract infections, throat infections
and others.
Microbiological science over the past half a century has found that better food
choices can bring about significant healthful changes in the body’s microbiome.
These include incorporating prebiotic and fermented foods into one’s diet.
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Brain-Lymphatic Discovery
May Hasten Science

A

study at the University of Virginia (UVA) School of
Medicine has found that the brain is directly connected to the body’s immune system through a previously unknown set of lymphatic vessels. The discovery
furthers the understanding for medical scientists of how
the brain’s immune system works. While it’s been known
for decades that lymphatic vessels transport immune
cells through the rest of the body, confirming that this
also occurs within the brain has been elusive.
The discovery is attributed to Antoine Louveau, Ph.D., a postdoctoral fellow at
UVA. He says, “It changes entirely the way we perceive the neuro-immune interaction. We always perceived it before as something esoteric that can’t be studied, but
now we can ask mechanistic questions.”
According to researchers, physicians can now examine the physical connection between the immune system and the brain instead of only studying how
the brain responds to immune issues; it might also improve how diseases like
Alzheimer’s, multiple sclerosis, autism and others are understood and treated.

Non-Natural Painkillers
Double Depression Risk

A

2015 study has found that larger opioid medication
doses increase the incidence of depression in a Veterans Administration study of 355 pain patients. An opioid
is a pharmaceutical compound, such as morphine, that
produces an analgesic effect in the nervous system.
The study, published in the Journal of the International Association for the
Study of Pain, followed patients with low-back pain for two years. The patients
were taking varying doses of opioid pain killers, rated by their morphine-equivalent dose. The researchers found that higher doses resulted in a doubling of depression incidences.
According to Dr. James Duke, author of The Green Pharmacy, natural herbal
alternatives to painkiller drugs that are free of the side effect include meadowsweet, ginger, willow bark, clove, lavender, eucalyptus, red pepper and rosemary.

U.S. Kids
Not Drinking
Enough Liquids

A

2015 study from the U.S. Centers
for Disease Control has found that
more than half of American children
are dehydrated. The research analyzed
data from the 2009-2012 National
Health and Nutrition Examination
Survey for children 6 to 19 years old.
The study also found that boys have a
76 percent greater likelihood of being
dehydrated.
“Dehydration accounts for
hundreds of thousands of hospitalizations each year due to a number of
illnesses that can lead to depletion
of fluids and electrolytes from the
body,” says Dr. Daniel Rauch, associate professor of pediatrics at the
Mount Sinai School of Medicine, in
New York City.

Music and Audio Books
Help Kids Move Past Pain

A

study published in Pediatric Surgery International
has determined that children that listened to music
or audio books experienced significantly less pain after
undergoing major surgery than those that did not.
Pain scores were monitored before and after treatments. Fifty-six children, ages 9 to 14, were divided into
three groups—one heard 30 minutes of songs chosen by
the children from a list of popular music, another listened
to audio books and the third (control) wore noise-canceling headphones. Pain scores were monitored before and after treatments.
Those that listened to the music or audio books experienced significant reductions in pain compared to the control group.
11
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globalbriefs
News and resources to inspire concerned citizens to work together
in building a healthier, stronger society that benefits all.

Story Glory

National Festival Celebrates
the Art of Storytelling
Mix public speaking, acting, comedy and
music and we get the performance art of storytelling, practiced by the likes of Mark Twain
and Garrison Keillor. The largest related celebration is the 43rd annual International Storytelling Festival, held from October 2 through
4 this year in Jonesborough, Tennessee.
More than 15 award-winning storytellers scheduled include Kim Weitkamp, who mixes humorous personal and family
stories and original songs; Charlotte Blake Alston, who tells traditional and contemporary stories of African and African-American oral culture, accompanied by
native instruments; and Andy Offutt Irwin, known for his mouth noises and the
adventures of his 85-year-old Aunt Marguerite Van Camp.
Attendees can also tell stories at Story Slam! and Swappin’ Ground events and
workshops. Festival producer the International Storytelling Center, together with
the Library of Congress and American Folklife Center, also conducts a 26-week
Teller-in-Residence training program.
Storytelling is not only mentally challenging, it facilitates family and community bonding in a highly social and entertaining format.
For more information and preregistration, visit StorytellingCenter.net.

Warnings Heeded

New York State Bans Fracking
The Empire State has now officially
banned fracking after a seven-year
review process. New York Department
of Environmental Conservation Commissioner Joe Martens states, “After
exhaustive research and examination
of the science and facts, prohibiting
high-volume hydraulic fracturing is
the only reasonable alternative. Highvolume hydraulic fracturing poses significant adverse impacts to land, air,
water, natural resources and potential
significant public health impacts that
cannot be adequately mitigated.”
A findings statement concludes,
“There are no feasible or prudent
alternatives that adequately avoid
or minimize adverse environmental
impacts and address risks to public
health from this activity.” Two groups
heavily involved in the campaign,
New Yorkers Against Fracking and
Americans Against Fracking, praised
the decision.
Industry groups have threatened
to sue, but the attorneys at Earthjustice (Earthjustice.org) are confident
that the New York Department of
Environmental Conservation’s exhaustive review will withstand any legal
challenges and the nonprofit pledges
to stand alongside the state in case of
such actions. Vermont outlawed the
practice in 2012.
Source: EcoWatch.com
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Fragrant Fix

Smell-Based Pheromones Offer
Pesticide-Free Bug Control
Semios, a Vancouver, Canada, provider of real-time agricultural information and precision pest management tools, has
been given U.S. Environmental Protection Agency approval
for the first aerosol pheromone-scent products shown effective in disrupting the mating of the codling moth and
oriental fruit moth by attracting males to the females’ scent
in spots devoid of mates. Pheromones are natural chemicals that many animals use to communicate within their species.
Unlike pesticides that kill a wide variety of insects, each pheromone targets a
single pest species, leaving beneficial pollinators like bees and predators such as
ladybugs unconfused and unharmed. One dispenser is hung in each acre and nothing is sprayed directly on the fruit. Pheromones don’t affect any other organisms,
including humans, and can be used by both organic and conventional growers.
David Knight, owner of Knight’s Appleden Fruit, Ltd., in Colborne, Ontario,
has used the Semios system for two seasons as part of a regulatory trial. He says,
“I could see this technology becoming completely mainstream in our industry in
the next five or six years.” Traditional insecticides are expensive to buy and timeconsuming and labor-intensive to apply. Because they’re toxic, workers can’t enter
the orchard for a specified number of days after spraying. Kirk Hillier, Ph.D., a
biologist at Canada’s Acadia University, in Nova Scotia, who studies how insects
communicate with pheromones, confirms that such scents have also been shown
to be effective in both controlling a wider variety of agricultural and household
pests and monitoring insects destructive to forests.
Source: Canadian Broadcasting Company
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Bright Future

Upbeat Forecast for
Long-Term Emissions
New data from the U.S. Department
of Energy shows that overall domestic
energy consumption is slowing and isn’t
expected to grow much over the next
25 years, despite a growing economy
and population. Usage is forecast to rise
0.3 percent annually between now and
2040, or just half the expected population growth rate, and dramatically
less than the 2.4 percent projections
for economic growth through 2040.
Greenhouse gas emissions from burning
fossil fuels are expected to increase only
0.1 percent in the same period. Thanks
to a public embrace of energy efficiency,
residential fuel consumption may not
grow at all over the next quarter-century.
With more Americans driving electric
and other energy-efficient vehicles, energy use in the transportation sector will
decline slightly and gasoline consumption is expected to drop more than 20
percent by 2040. Industrial energy use is
expected to grow at less than 1 percent.
Source: eia.gov/consumption/residential
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Studies have shown
that aerosolized salt has
natural decongestive and
cleansing properties that
may help improve and
maintain breathing
comfort and health.

by Lisa Moore

Halotherapy: Relax and Renew
Benefits Respiratory and Skin Conditions

I

magine sinking into a comfortable
lounge chair, hunkering down for
deep relaxation and breathing in the
soothingly-familiar scent of salty air. No,
you aren’t near the ocean, but instead
resting in a salt room, an up-and-coming
therapy that is believed to improve respiratory and skin conditions.
Known as halotherapy from the
Greek word halo, meaning salt, salt
rooms are is designed to mimic salt
caves, which have been considered
medically therapeutic in Eastern Europe
for decades. As early as the mid 19th
century, doctors would send patients
with respiratory ailments to salt mines
to find relief. Modern technology can
now simulate that healing microclimate
or breathing in the salty ocean breeze.
Salt rooms are designed to
provide a unique experience and the
utmost in relaxation. Walls and ceilings may be salt-coated with scattered
grains a few inches deep on the floor.
Ambient lighting and lounge-like
chairs invite people to sit down and
let go. Kids often use the space like a
sandbox. Some rooms even have saltcoated stalactites. Group rooms are the
norm, though some places offer private
rooms with flat screen TVs.
14
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Some halotherapy chambers may
have piles of salt placed in the room,
while others use salt generators that
grind the salt into breathable particles
and disperse it into the air. A feedback
sensor monitors the level of dry salt
aerosol and prompts the halogenerator
to disperse a prescribed and therapeutic
amount of salt aerosol. Pure salt from
natural sources is typically used.
Salt room owners say salt can help
a range of respiratory and skin conditions. David Rabon and Amanda Fitch
recently opened Respira Vita, a business
that offers salt therapy, full-spectrum
infrared sauna, thermal massage and
energy work, in Matthews.
Rabon says the healing process starts
when the dry salt aerosol is breathed
into the lungs. “The salt loosens the
mucus, which begins to clear quickly,
and inflammation is reduced. Reducing
inflammation makes more room in the
airways, allowing the dry salt aerosol to
reach even deeper into the lungs and
making more room in the airways for you
to breathe. The efficacy of halotherapy is
estimated at 75-98% depending on the
ailment and severity of condition.”
There have been some promising
studies done on the effects of halotherapy.

A 2006 study in the New England Journal
of Medicine found that inhaling hypertonic saline improved lung function in people
with cystic fibrosis. Another study that year
published in the European Respiratory
Journal found that cigarette smokers inhaling aerosolized salt temporarily improved
smoking-related symptoms such as coughing and mucus production.
Rabon believes it can offer relief
from asthma, allergies, sinusitis and
sinus headache, COPD (Stage 3 and
lower), cystic fibrosis, bronchitis, emphysema and exposure to dust and pollution as well as symptoms of psoriasis,
eczema, dry and itchy skin and acne.
“Halotherapy can reduce the need for
inhalers and antibiotics, alleviate sneezing,
coughing, and shortness of breath, clear
mucus and sticky phlegm from the lungs,
increase resistance to respiratory tract infections, strengthen your immune system,
improve lung function and enhance sport
performance and improve general health
and quality of life,” says Rabon.
Costs for a session vary depending on
location and privacy, ranging from around
$30 for an hour in a communal room
to $100 for a private. Some places offer
discounts for multiple sessions and others,
like Respira Vita, may offer memberships.
Though a single session may bring relief
and relaxation, repeated exposure to halotherapy may be needed for long-term relief.
“In general, acute symptoms are
best caught early and treated with a
few sessions relatively close together.
Chronic conditions may take more
sessions, spread out over time. Every
client is unique in their needs. The key
is to listen to your body. It will tell you
when you need another salt treatment,” says Rabon.
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Atrium

Animal Hospital
Integrated Animal Health

704-542-2000

www.atriumanimalhospital.com
6520 McMahon Drive
Charlotte, NC 28226
Hwy 51 & Carmel Rd

Kim Hombs, DVM, CVH, CVA
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globalbriefs
Corn Row

Farmers Sue GMO-Maker Over Lost Revenue
Swiss biotech giant Syngenta AG may have
destroyed much of the corn export business that
U.S. farmers count on. China has rejected huge
shipments of U.S.-grown corn, largely because
Syngenta released a GMO (genetically modified
organism) version before it was approved. Consequently, $1 billion in class action suits are being
brought in federal court by farmers in three states.
The MIR162 strain of GM corn comprises only
about 3 percent of U.S. crops, but it cannot be contained due to cross-breeding.
The National Grain and Feed Association estimates that the Chinese refusal of U.S.
corn has reduced corn prices by 11 cents per bushel, and it has asked Syngenta
to stop selling the GM corn seed varieties. Syngenta was formed in 2000 by the
merger of Novartis Agribusiness and Zeneca Agrochemicals.
Source: Tinyurl.com/SyngentaLawsuit

Making Strides

November 1 is Extra Mile Day
Shawn Anderson’s mission is to empower 1 million
people to answer the question, “Why live a life that
is unfulfilling?” He created Extra Mile Day held on
November 1 to remind people that they each have
the power to create positive changes in families,
organizations and communities when they go the
extra mile. This year, more than 400 mayors have
committed to supporting the event to make an Extra Mile Day declaration.
In 2009, Anderson pedaled solo across the U.S. and interviewed 200 people
that had gone the extra mile to overcome dramatic setbacks or had risked everything in order to accomplish something extraordinary. He says, “I was thrilled
when 23 mayors supported the mission in that inaugural year.” His Facebook page
now boasts 20,000 fans.
Submit a story at ExtraMileAmerica.org and visit Facebook.com/ExtraMileAmerica.
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actionalert
Vaccine Cover-Up

Congress Fails to Respond to
Centers for Disease Control
Whistleblower
On July 29, Congressman
Bill Posey, a Republican
representing Florida’s
eighth district, took to the
U.S. House floor to discuss possible
changes in how the medical community views vaccines.
According to documents cited
in Posey’s testimony, Dr. William
Thompson, a vaccine safety researcher for the Centers for Disease Control
and Prevention (CDC), revealed to
Posey that he attended a meeting
in which he was directed to destroy
data in the CDC’s research that
demonstrated a clear link between
the measles, mumps and rubella vaccine and autism. Understanding the
gravity of this directive, Thompson
reported that he had retained copies
of the documents, which he gave to
Posey, along with other records that
demonstrate fraud within the CDC’s
vaccine safety research.
Posey pleaded on the House
floor, “Mr. Speaker, I believe it’s our
duty to ensure that the documents Dr.
Thompson provided are not ignored.
Therefore, I will provide them to
members of Congress and the House
committees upon request. Considering the nature of the whistleblower’s
documents, as well as the involvement of the CDC, a hearing and a
thorough investigation is warranted.”
As of press time, Congress
had taken no action to address
Posey’s testimony.
To demand hearings, contact the
House Oversight and Government
Reform Committee Chairman, Representative Jason Chaffetz, at 202-2257751 or OpenCongress.org/people/
show/412270; or the Homeland
Security and Government Operations
Committee Chairman, Senator Ron
Johnson, at 202-224-5323 or Open
Congress.org/people/show/412496_
Ron_Johnson. Find local representatives at OpenCongress.org/people.
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inspiration

BE TRUE
TO YOURSELF
It’s the Secret to Belonging
by Brené Brown

C

ontrary to what most of us think,
belonging is not fitting in. In fact,
fitting in is the greatest barrier to
belonging. Fitting in, I’ve discovered
during more than a decade of research,
is assessing situations and groups of
people, then twisting yourself into a
human pretzel in order to get them to
let you hang out with them. Belonging
is something else entirely—it’s showing up and letting yourself be seen and
known as you really are—love of gourd
painting, intense fear of public speaking
and all.
Many of us suffer from this split between who we are and who we present
to the world in order to be accepted.
(Take it from me: I’m an expert fitterinner!) But we’re not letting ourselves
be known, and this kind of incongruent
living is soul-sucking.
In my research, I’ve interviewed
a lot of people who never fit in, who
are what you might call “different”:
scientists, artists, thinkers. If you drop
down deep into their work and who
they are, there is a tremendous amount
of self-acceptance. Some of them have
to scrap for it, like the rest of us, but
most are like a neurophysicist I met
who essentially told me, “My parents
didn’t care that I wasn’t on the football
19
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team, and my parents didn’t care that
I was awkward and geeky. I was in a
group of kids at school who translated
books into the Klingon language and
my parents were like, ‘Awesome!’ They
took me to the Star Trek convention.”
He got his sense of belonging
from his parents’ sense of belonging,
and even if we don’t get that from
Mom and Dad, we have to create it for
ourselves as adults—or we will always
feel as if we’re standing outside of the
big human party.
The truth is: Belonging starts with
self-acceptance. Your level of belonging, in fact, can never be greater than
your level of self-acceptance, because
believing that you’re enough is what
gives you the courage to be authentic,
vulnerable and imperfect. When we
don’t have that, we shape-shift and
turn into chameleons; we hustle for the
worthiness we already possess.
Brené Brown, Ph.D., a licensed master
social worker and research professor
at the University of Houston Graduate
College of Social Work, has spent 13
years studying vulnerability, courage,
worthiness and shame. This essay is
from her book, The Gifts of Imperfection, used with permission.
AwakeningCharlotte.com

fitbody

Ground Rules for

RUNNERS
A Guide for Running on All Terrains
by April Thompson

M

any fitness-seekers run because it’s so simple and adaptable. Running can be done in
groups, pairs or alone, with little equipment, skill or planning needed. Anyone
can run virtually anytime, anywhere—an
indoor treadmill, scenic trail, beach or
sidewalk. But all surfaces are not created
equal. Recently, opponents of running
on hard surfaces such as concrete or
asphalt claim they are more apt to cause
injuries or pain than dirt or grass.
According to body-movement
researcher Daniel Ferris, Ph.D., director of
the Human Neuromechanics Laboratory
at the University of Michigan’s School of
Kinesiology, no evidence currently supports the theory that running on harder
surfaces leads to more injuries. “However,
we see a difference in the injury types,”
he reports, noting that it’s likely related
to differences in how people strike their
feet on different surfaces, thus delivering
a different stress load to the rest of the
body. Running on hard surfaces is more
often correlated with issues like plantar
fasciitis and Achilles tendon injuries;
softer surfaces are more often linked with
soft-tissue injuries such as knee problems.
According to Michael Sandler,
a running coach and author who has
developed a variety of helpful resources
on mindful running (MindfulRunning.
org), being present is paramount to
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safer running on varied surfaces. “Enjoy
music while running, but you have to be
tuned in to your surroundings, too,” says
Sandler, currently based near New York
City. “Sometimes runners get injured
when changing footwear or surfaces
without being aware of how that affects
their running. You’re more likely to move
faster on cement, than on grass; each
surface dictates a different stride.”
Some softer surfaces such as grass,
trails and sand tend to be more uneven,
which can lead to trips, falls and related
injuries and require more exertion. In
a recent University of Michigan study,
walkers expended up to 25 percent more
energy on an uneven surface than on a
smooth one, while runners experienced
no difference in exertion levels. This benefits those that may be walking for weight
loss, accelerating calorie burn.

Helpful Change-Ups

Ferris recommends that runners and
walkers mix up terrains to recruit different muscle groups and make them work
in new ways. As a result, a strong inland
runner may struggle to complete a run on
a beach, which draws more upon the calf
muscles. Whether it’s a change of surface
or training shoe, Ferris cautions to ease
into it, rather than making an abrupt shift.
Gail Fuller, a 10-time marathoner
and certified running coach in Silver
AwakeningCharlotte.com

We are like water flowing downstream: Water moves differently
when interacting with rock and
sand. If we’re present when
running on different surfaces,
we can move more effortlessly
and float along with the surface,
rather than fight with it.
~Michael Sandler
Spring, Maryland, believes that variety
is the spice of running. “I love to switch
it up; I get bored easily. I’ll run on trails
one day, tracks the next,” says Fuller,
an asthmatic who took up running 13
years ago to mitigate its effects.
Fuller encourages new runners,
even those with preexisting conditions, to
consider different types of runs. “I recently
coached a woman working toward her
first 5K in Baltimore. She said she had bad
knees and only felt comfortable running
on a treadmill,” relates Fuller. “We’ve
slowly worked in trail runs and hill work
to the point where she now enjoys training
on hills to get strong for a race.”
However, Fuller ultimately tells
runners to follow their body’s intuition
regarding training. “I dislike treadmills,
so I don’t use them. If you don’t like
something, even if another seasoned
runner recommends it, don’t do it,” she
counsels, recalling her own unhappy
event runs on Venice Beach sand and a
New Jersey boardwalk. “Your body will
tell you what it needs.”
Being conscious of the mind-body
connection can deepen the benefits of
running and other workouts—mentally,
physically and spiritually—according
to Sakyong Mipham Rinpoche, worldwide leader of the Shambhala Buddhist tradition, nine-time marathoner
and author of Running with the Mind
of Meditation. “Instead of spacing out
[during] exercise, say, ‘I’m going to
be present and relate to my breathing
and movement’,” he counsels. “That’s
healthy for the mind and the body.”
Whatever’s beneath their feet,
mindful runners can discover the joys
of physical and mental synchronization.
Connect with freelance writer April
Thompson, of Washington, D.C., at
AprilWrites.com.
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AWAKENING THE
GLOBAL HEART
Compassionate Activists Unite
to Write Earth’s New Story
by Linda Sechrist

A

s individuals and in groups,
more people today are expressing deep inner caring and compassion for fellow humans and all life
on this planet by hitching their heartfelt
energies to powerful actions that hold
the promise of a sustainable future.
In This Changes Everything:
Capitalism vs. The Climate, author
Naomi Klein attests that the power
of ferocious love is underestimated
by companies and their government
advocates. Suggesting that climate
change be considered a framework for
broader social improvements instead
of a single issue, she invites “seizing
the moment of discontent” to advance
healing the planet and its broken
economies and communities.
Stories about how ordinary people
are energizing local and online communities of practice to improve inter22
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generational communication, eliminate
monetary influence in politics and
restore democracy, and support social
justice, community wealth building,
independent media, sound health care
and clean food and water are frequently
missing from mainstream media. Pioneering efforts by activists such as Mario
Tigueros, Pachamama Alliance program
manager for the Game Changer Intensive;
Joshua Gorman, founder of Generation
Waking Up; and Cole Kleitsch, founder
and director of Walking Civics, warrant
widespread attention and support.

Hearts Afire

When hundreds of participants in
Pachamama’s Awakening the Dreamer
symposium, held in cities throughout
the U.S., kept asking “What’s next?”
Tigueros facilitated the creation of
Game Changers, which explores pres-

ent challenges and possibilities and
ways to create a new future. He says,
“We wanted to help them in awakening
to their personal qualities and strengths
before setting out to change the world.
While engaging with others and creating a global society for all beings to
flourish is a goal to strive for, we came
to recognize that it takes a collective
and collaborative approach within
a community of practice to keep the
message alive and implement what’s
learned in the 12-week training.”
A love for social justice prompted
Tigueros to recognize the corporate
capture of America’s democracy. “Suggesting that symposium participants
work with Move to Amend and Citizens’ Climate Lobby made sense,” he
explains. One is a nonpartisan coalition of organizations and individuals
seeking to end corporate personhood
and demand true democracy; the other
empowers individuals to exercise their
political power.
It takes love to inspire the youth
of GenY, Generation We and the
Digital Generation, all names for the
Millenials, to create a new story and
transform their lives and communities.
Gorman is counting on his peers to
help make it happen.
“We’re writing a different story
than the worn-out one we’ve been led
to believe is inevitable,” he says. Some
of Generation Waking Up’s young
leaders have formed local communities of practice that campaign to get
big money out of politics, pressure

People have the power,
when we choose to use it,
to act on it, to dedicate
ourselves to change.
~Rebecca Solnit
universities to divest fossil fuel investments, build local and just food
systems, end mass incarceration,
enroll residents to go solar and inspire
everyday citizens to live in more just,
sustainable ways.
“Young people have a leadership
role in spearheading the change our
world is calling for. Ultimately, it will
only come about with every generation
AwakeningCharlotte.com

If we are brave enough, often enough, we will fall.
When we own our stories of struggle, we can
write our own new endings.
~Brené Brown, Rising Strong
working together,” observes Gorman,
who operates from Oakland, California. He’s encouraged when Generation
Waking Up members say they want
to learn from older adults that spent
decades struggling for positive social
change.
A deep love for the potential of
civic engagement prompted Gladstone,
New Jersey, resident Kleitsch’s Walking
Civics initiative. The intergenerational
nonprofit, endorsed by the Campaign
for the Civic Mission of Schools, trains
military veterans and students as young
as 16 as poll workers.
“I want to inspire future voters by
letting them learn how to do the job
competently and with integrity, and
lead them to participate in democracy’s
most cherished act of voting,” advises
Kleitsch. It’s currently active in several
jurisdictions across the country and will
scale up for 2016 and beyond.

Hearts Joining Hearts

At 15, Kelsey Juliana’s love of family, friends and future generations far
outweighed any trepidation she felt in
acting as one of two plaintiffs in a legal
strategy to protect the atmosphere,
guided by Mary Christina Wood, a law
professor and author of Nature’s Trust.
Wood created the Oregon nonprofit Our Children’s Trust, now operating in all 50 states and internationally,
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to enforce the duty of government
to protect natural resources for present and future generations. It supports
youth in bringing legal action in courts,
administrative agencies and local
legislative bodies. In local Sierra Club
chapters, organizers work with facilitators to educate and empower youth to
lead campaigns with town councils,
legislative chambers and the courts.
Mounting research is confirming
what many have long suspected—
extensive media coverage of negative news can trigger stress, fear and
trauma. Images & Voices of Hope (ivoh)
Executive Director Mallary Tenore cares
deeply about how the media can benefit the world by catalyzing change and
meaningful awareness of issues such as
those raised by Our Children’s Trust.
“At ivoh, we believe in focusing on
the world we want to live in—not only
problem-solving in the world we have.
We are currently helping our global
community of media practitioners
tell ‘restorative narratives’, stories that
show how people and communities
are making a meaningful progression
from despair to resilience. Instead of
focusing solely on tragedy and trauma,
these narratives extend the storyline by
showing signs of renewal, recovery and
restoration,” explains Tenore.

On-Task Learning Curve

James Maskell wishes every media
outlet would cover the doctors and
health professionals that are applying
the “functional/integrative/root cause”
approaches to health care. Formerly a
vendor of supplements to health professionals, Maskell has morphed his focus
to found the Evolution of Medicine
Functional Forum, a monthly educational Web show for health professionals and industry insiders.
After becoming captivated by
functional medicine at a trade show,
he developed this fresh, high-tech concept that combines the latest health
news, functional medicine research,
practice developments and health
technologies in a mixed-media format.
Offered free on YouTube, it combines
interviews, TED-style talks, videos and
audience interaction.
“With health politics raising more
questions than answers and with technology changing the healthcare landscape,
there’s never been a more ripe time for
health innovation and accelerating a shift
toward what works for most doctors,”
remarks Maskell, who also recently collaborated with the Institute for Functional
Medicine to live-stream Genomics and
Functional Medicine, the most cuttingedge clinical Functional Forum to date.
Andrew Brandeis, a licensed
naturopathic doctor in San Francisco,
developed a challenging new skill set in
creating the easy-to-use, mobile Share
Practice app, launched 18 months ago
and now also available on the Internet.
It’s already used by 15,000 doctors nationwide to rate and review the effectiveness of drugs, herbs and supplements.
They also ask questions and receive
quick feedback about patient treatments.
Brandeis sees an even bigger
future opportunity. “As we spot trends
and see what is working where and
why, we can direct research dollars.
There are all kinds of off-label uses
for drugs, herbs and supplements that
we’ll support when we see that 10,000
doctors are using them in the same
way for the same thing,” says Brandeis,
who enjoys the meaningfulness of this
collective contribution.
Gery Juleff, of Hopewell, New Jersey, reinvented himself and his career to
serve a greater good. Seeking to inspire
change through intelligent discussion
AwakeningCharlotte.com

The only ethical decision is to take responsibility
for our own existence and that of our children.
~Bill Mollison, Permaculture: A Designer’s Manual
on environmental issues he founded and
hosts the Green Radio Hour broadcast
on GreenHourRadio.com. He was
formerly a member of the British Foreign
Service, serving for 25 years as a diplomat, mostly in Africa and Brazil.
In Juleff’s last London foreign office
assignment, he dealt with policies on
climate change, renewable energy
technology and energy security. “My
love of Africa, the continent likely to be
affected the most by climate change,
quickened my sense of needing to do
whatever I could to limit any negative
effects,” he says. Even though he was
innocent about the scope of such an
undertaking, “When the station owner
suggested I use my knowledge to host a
radio show, I said yes.”
In What Then Must We Do?
Straight Talk About the Next American
Revolution, economist and co-founder
of the Democracy Collaborative Gar
Alperovitz provides many examples of
successful community wealth building. He’s been part of a team partnering with others in cities that include
Cleveland, Ohio; Jackson, Mississippi;
Rochester, New York; and Washington,
D.C. As co-chair of The Next System
Project, he’s dealing with the bigger
picture of long-term systemic change.

“The economics of sustainability
focus on partnerships with local assets
like universities, hospitals and cultural
institutions to facilitate broad-based
economic security for the entire community,” says Alperovitz. He’s deeply committed to the concept of an ecologically
sustainable society, where problemsolving activities nurture democracy.

Waking Up

This small sampling of individuals
whose actions are affirming their heart’s
directives is not random and signals a
larger movement. It represents author
Anodea Judith’s explanation for the evolution of our human journey, captured
in the title and essence of her book
Waking the Global Heart: Humanity’s
Rite of Passage from the Love of Power
to the Power of Love.
James O’Dea, author of The
Conscious Activist, says, “As we
evolve, we recognize that it’s the
heart which holds the great key to
our collective healing, to real civility,
the courage to face our own shadow
and true progress.”
Linda Sechrist is a senior staff writer for
Natural Awakenings. Visit ItsAllAbout
We.com for the recorded interviews.

Join the Heartbeat
of Change
Common Dreams
CommonDreams.org
Conscious Elders Network
ConsciousElders.org
Democracy Collaborative
DemocracyCollaborative.org
Democracy Now!
DemocracyNow.org
Functional Forum
FunctionalForum.com
Generation Waking Up
GenerationWakingUp.org
Green Hour Radio
GreenHourRadio.com
Images and Voices of Hope
ivoh.org
James O’Dea
JamesODea.com
Naomi Klein
NaomiKlein.org
Nature’s Trust/The Children’s
Climate Crusade
BillMoyers.com/episode/full-showclimate-crusade
Pachamama Alliance
Pachamama.org
The Next System Project
TheNextSystem.org
Transition United States
TransitionUS.org
Walking Civics
WalkingCivics.com

Natural
Abundance

Help others in re-evaluating life
goals. Advertise your products and
services in Natural Awakenings’

November
True Wealth Issue

To advertise or participate in our
next issue, call 704-499-3327
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healingways

caused by any number of factors that we can determine and
often correct using the right approach.”

Effective Supplements

NATURAL
MOOD BOOSTERS
Safe Alternatives to Antidepressants

S

by Kathleen Barnes

adness darkens the world of the 16 percent of Americans
diagnosed with clinical depression and the untold millions more that try to cope without a formal diagnosis,
according to a University of Colorado study published in
Clinical Therapeutics.
Just as daunting, an estimated 30 million Americans take
prescription antidepressant drugs for premenstrual discomfort, chronic pain and anxiety, as well as depression, according to Dr. James Gordon, a clinical professor of psychiatry at
the Georgetown University School of Medicine. He founded
and directs the Center for Mind-Body Medicine, in Washington, D.C., and is the renowned author of Unstuck: Your
Guide to the Seven-Stage Journey Out of Depression.
While conventional medicine offers a smorgasbord of
antidepressants, many are ineffective or produce harmful side
effects. One University of Pennsylvania study published in
the Journal of the American Medical Association found scant
evidence that they benefit people with mild to moderate
depression because the drugs work no better than a placebo
in at least 80 percent of cases.
Side effects of traditional antidepressants included nausea,
headaches, weight gain, insomnia, sexual dysfunction, agitation, irritability, anxiety and even violent behavior and suicidal
thoughts, according to the University of Colorado research involving more than 40,000 patients. It further showed that nearly
70 percent of patients stop taking the prescription drugs within
three months, largely because of intolerable reactions.
Some safer and healthier alternatives exist. “We know
that depression is more a symptom than a diagnosis,” says
Dr. Hyla Cass, author of numerous related books, including Natural Highs. “It’s a sign of imbalance in biochemistry,
26
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Curcumin, the rhizome of the turmeric plant that gives curry
powder its distinctive yellow color, addresses both the symptoms of depression and its underlying causes, says Ajay Goel,
Ph.D., director of the Baylor Center for Gastrointestinal Research, in the Dallas/Fort Worth area. A recent study by Goel
in Phytotherapy Research showed that this natural spice helps
generate new, properly functioning brain cells that manufacture mood-elevating neurotransmitters.
Along with being as effective as Prozac (fluoxetine)
without the side effects, curcumin can neutralize the suicidal
thoughts and violent behavior sometimes displayed in people
with major depression taking prescription antidepressants.
“We also know that prescription antidepressants become less
effective the longer you take them,” says Goel. “Curcumin
doesn’t lose its effectiveness over time.”
Rhodiola rosea, the well-researched root of an Arctic
plant, has brought relief even to some of Cass’ severely
depressed patients. Cass points to its ability to help balance
stress hormones and stimulate production of the feel-good
brain chemical serotonin, much like the claims of prescription drugs, but without any known side effects. A new study
published in Phytomedicine confirms that rhodiola is at least
as effective as the prescription antidepressant Zoloft (sertraline) in fighting major depression.
Cass also recommends 5-HTP (5-hydroxytryptophan), an
extract of the seeds of an African shrub that produces the critical
serotonin with no negative side effects. A recent Indian study
from the Postgraduate Institute of Medical Sciences comparing
the effects of 5-HTP and Prozac confirms that “5-HTP definitely
has antidepressant effects in patients with depression.”

A Holistic Approach

An integrative approach that emphasizes physical activity and
a meditation or other spiritual practice can be highly effective
in treating all levels of depression, according to Gordon. “It’s
a way to get unstuck, to help us move through and beyond
depression and other difficulties in our lives,” he says.
Exercise triggers rises in mood at least equal to those generated by antidepressant prescription drugs, according to new
Duke University research published in the Journal of the American Medical Association. People that are depressed often don’t
want to move, Gordon comments. “Start with what you can do.
Walking a couple of blocks a day is a good beginning.”
He notes, “I teach specific meditation techniques such
as slow, deep, soft-belly breathing and mindful walking and
eating. All have been shown to decrease levels of anxiety and
stress, enhance mood and optimism, and promote greater
emotional stability and more reliable judgment.”
A healthful diet emphasizing vegetables, fruit and
healthy fats; strong support from friends and family; creative
activities; and connecting with a higher power comprise
Gordon’s integrative prescription for a happy life.
Kathleen Barnes is author of numerous natural health books,
including Food Is Medicine. Connect at KathleenBarnes.com.
AwakeningCharlotte.com

How to Step Away
from Antidepressants
by Hyla Cass

N

ever stop taking prescription antidepressants cold
turkey. Intense depression and other dangerous side
effects might result. It can cause severe depression,
anxiety, intense agitation and even suicidal thinking.
As suggested in my book, The Addicted Brain and
How to Break Free, it’s best to slowly wean off the medication with the help of a qualified prescribing healthcare
practitioner. The process may take several months, but it’s
time well spent and safer.
n Consistently eat a healthy diet rich in antioxidants,
healthy fats and clean protein.
n To help create a firm nutritional base, add a basic
supplementation program with a good multivitamin,
vitamin C, optimal amounts of B vitamins and omega-3
fats like those found in clean fish oil.
n Consider supplementing with curcumin, rhodiola or
5-HTP to ease the transition.

Begin Your Journey Towards
Health & Wellness Naturally
Dr. Michael Smith
Dr. Dave Hamilton

Empowering you to better health
Call for a Complimentary Consultation

704-708-4404
www.CarolinasNaturalHealth.com

GMOs Link to Depression
Monsanto’s genetically modified organisms (GMO) go handin-hand with the company’s patented Roundup-ready crops,
and therein lie the seeds of depression, says Jeffrey Smith,
founding executive director of the Institute for Responsible
Technology and producer of the award-winning documentary, Genetic Roulette: The Gamble of Our Lives.
Several studies—beginning with one published by German researchers in 1980 and most recently reinforced by
Massachusetts Institute of Technology scientists—show that
glyphosate, the active ingredient in Roundup weed killer,
ingested with our food, disrupts the shikimate pathway.
“Monsanto has bragged for years that the shikimate pathway
is why Roundup kills plants, but has no impact in humans,
since we don’t have the shikimate pathway,” says Smith. But
our gut bacteria do use this pathway to produce the amino
acid building blocks for mood-lifting brain chemicals.
“Since glyphosate blocks the shikimate pathway, it can
impair the ability of intestinal bacteria to produce the ingredients for the production of the neurotransmitters serotonin,
melotonin and dopamine. Their deficiencies are linked to
depression and other serious health problems,” he explains.
Consumers need to understand that Roundup is sprayed
on nearly all GMO crops to control weeds, and the doses
continue to increase; it’s further used on wheat, rye, rice,
lentils, barley and numerous other non-organic crops just
before harvest to accelerate drying. Glyphosate has been
widely found in water, rain and air samples, plus in breast
milk, blood and urine, meaning virtually everyone has been
exposed to this toxic chemical.
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The Zen of
Slow Cooking

Experience

Savor Your Autumn Harvest
in One-Pot Dishes

a mind/body medicine to reduce
stress and increase life force
energy. A rejuvenating blend of
gentle postures, owing breath,
aromatherapy, massage and
sac
sacred
sound.

Small classes.
Big experiences.
Oct 13
New Moon Journey
Oct 25
Hips Workshop
Oct 25
Lower Back Workshop
Oct 27
Full Moon Journey
Oct 29
Foundations of Ayurveda
Group/Private Classes
Ayurvedic Wellness
Yoga Therapy

704-277-3887

HarmonyYogaNC.com
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by Judith Fertig

A

utumn’s shorter days remind us
how precious time is, especially
when we can spend the hours
with good friends and loved ones. That’s
why Chicago mothers and bloggers Meg
Barnhart and Jane McKay decided to
try slow cooking with a Zen approach
in creating family meals. With the time
they save in food preparation—especially when one recipe can yield an extra
lunch or dinner—they free up moments
for both family interaction and their own
spiritual practices.
“Slow cooking with the sacred intention of slowing down creates a sense
of peace and calm after a full day of
work and school,” says Barnhart. Once
she transitioned to this kind of meal
planning and preparation on a regular
basis, she realized that it allows her to
be more attentive to her family’s needs
while a healthy, tasty dinner basically
cooks itself. With extra time for meditation and yoga in her daily life, she
realizes increased clarity and focus for
other interests and demands.

McKay enjoys the creative challenge of making family-pleasing, whole
food recipes and converting conventionally cooked recipes for use with
a slow cooker. “I especially love the
bounty of the autumn harvest, which
includes seasonal picks from our family’s urban garden,” she says. She’s
found that root vegetables, squash,
pumpkin, leeks, mushrooms, leafy
greens, Brussels sprouts, apples, pears
and nuts all translate well to lower temperature cooking for a longer period.
Whether it’s a quick preparation
that allows for other activities or a
more contemplative, mindful endeavor
that can be relaxing in itself, the recipes on the pair’s website, TheZenOf
SlowCooking.com, are highly suited
for busy people.

Slow Cooking 101

Slow cookers have come a long way
since they were first introduced in
the 1970s. Today, they come in all
shapes and sizes, with inserts, timers
AwakeningCharlotte.com

and a wide range of settings. Barnhart
and McKay recommend the five-tosix-quart size with a removable insert
as the most practical. Food cooks in
the insert, which can be washed and
dried separately, so there’s no need to
put the entire slow cooker in the sink
to clean up afterwards.
Because the slow cooker’s low
temperature is about 200° F and the
heat is indirect, the appliance uses
less liquid than conventional cooking.
Many of Barnhart and McKay’s easier
recipes simply require putting the
ingredients in the slow cooker, selecting
the temperature, replacing the lid and
turning the appliance on.

Fresh garnishes, such as the roasted
pumpkin seeds or fried sage leaves for
the Butternut Squash Soup, make a
crisper contrast to the softer texture of
slow-cooked foods, notes McKay.
Dishes like Sweet and Spicy Apples
can be made the day before; leftovers
taste delicious for breakfast with a dollop of yogurt. Barnhart and McKay make
their own Sweet & Spicy Ground Spice
Blend, available on their website, with
proceeds funding cooking classes for
adults with developmental disabilities.
Judith Fertig blogs at AlfrescoFoodAnd
Lifestyle.blogspot.com from Overland
Park, KS.

Mindful Fall Recipes
Butternut Squash Soup
Yields: 6 servings
Prep Time: 5-10 minutes
5-6 cups butternut squash, diced
½ cup or 1 carrot, chopped
1 cup or 1 small bunch scallions
or spring onions, chopped
8 whole sage leaves, fresh
(or 1 Tbsp dried)
1 Tbsp rosemary, fresh
(or ½ Tbsp dried)
3 cups vegetable or chicken broth
1 cup organic dairy or non-dairy milk
Suggested toppings:
Slices of freshly toasted bread, drizzled
with olive oil and cubed
1
/3 cup roasted pumpkin seeds
8 additional fresh sage leaves, fried
4 slices of lean bacon or tempeh, crispy
and crumbled
Place the squash, carrot, scallions, sage
leaves, rosemary, chicken broth and
milk into the slow cooker. Cover and
cook on high setting for 3 hours or low
for 6 hours. Then, blend using an immersion blender until smooth and leave
covered until ready to serve. Make the
toppings available to sprinkle and stir.

October is Vegetarian
Awareness Month
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Root Vegetable Gratin
with Mushrooms and
Blue Cheese
Yields: 6 servings
Prep Time: 15 minutes
1 cup or 2 medium parsnips, diced
to ½ inch
2 cups or 3 medium carrots, diced
to ½ inch
1 cup or 2 medium turnips, diced
to ½ inch
6 oz Brussels sprouts, trimmed
and quartered
½ cup vegetable or chicken broth
4 cloves garlic, minced
¼ cup organic olive oil
1 Tbsp dried oregano
8 oz sliced Portabella mushrooms
1 large onion, sliced into half moons
6 oz blue cheese, crumbled, or
vegan cheese
4 large potatoes, peeled and cut
into 1/3-inch slices
Put vegetables into the slow cooker with
garlic and stir in the olive oil and oregano.
Layer mushrooms on top of the vegetable
mixture, followed by a layer of onions.
Next, sprinkle the blue cheese crumbles
on top. Pour broth over the vegetables and
cheese mixture, lay the sliced potatoes on
top. Season potatoes with salt and freshly
cracked black pepper. Cover and cook on
high for 3 hours or on low for 6 hours.
AwakeningCharlotte.com
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EARLY
PUBERTY
The New Normal?
by Kathleen Barnes

21st-century girls are reaching puberty at dramatically earlier ages than
their mothers and grandmothers.

M
Alone we can do so little;
together we can do so much.
~Helen Keller

any American girls today are
experiencing budding breasts
and pubic hair before they are
7 years old, according to the government’s National Health and Nutrition
Examination Survey. The threshold age
has been steadily falling for decades,
with the most dramatic decrease
between 1997 and 2011.
A pivotal 2011 study from the
University of Cincinnati showed that
U.S. Caucasian girls on average entered
puberty at 9.7 years old, three to four
months younger than the average age
reported by University of North Carolina scientists 14 years earlier and much
younger than data from the 1960s. Girls
of other ethnicities are also entering
puberty at earlier ages, but at less dramatic rates.
A 2009 Danish study also showed
that their country’s girls were developing breasts a full year earlier than those
born 15 years earlier.

Burgers, Fries and
Sodas to Blame

The rise in childhood obesity is the
major culprit in today’s lower ages of
puberty, according to the 2011 study’s
lead researcher, Dr. Frank Biro, director
of adolescent medicine at Cincinnati
Children’s Hospital Medical Center. He
explains, “Body mass index [BMI] is the
overwhelmingly predominant factor in
the age at which a girl reaches puberty.
It’s become more important than race or
ethnicity. Heavy white girls and heavy
black girls are all maturing earlier.”
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Science has long shown that fat
tissue produces hormones, including estrogen, that can accelerate the
process of puberty, especially early
breast development, according to
Dr. Louise Greenspan and Julianna
Deardorff, Ph.D., authors of The New
Puberty. Greenspan specializes in pediatric endocrinology at San Francisco’s
Kaiser Permanente Hospital; Deardorff
is a clinical psychologist researching
pubertal development at the University
of California, Berkeley. They cite one
foundational study from the 1980s that
showed for every BMI point increase,
the age of first menstruation dropped by
about one month.

Toxic Soup

Ubiquitous hormone-disrupting chemicals are undoubtedly a culprit in the
early puberty epidemic, says Doctor of
Naturopathy Michael Murray, of Phoenix, Arizona, who publishes widely on
the topic of natural medicine.
Endocrine disruptors that trigger
the body to produce excess amounts of
estrogen include chemicals in clothing,
especially children’s sleepwear, furniture
and carpets, anything plastic, personal
care products, cleaning solvents, glues,
dry cleaning chemicals, pesticides, herbicides and non-organic meat and milk.
Collectively, they trigger puberty before
its natural time. “There’s certainly a link
between these persistent pollutants and
obesity,” Murray observes.
Antibiotics contained in commercial meat and dairy products may be a
AwakeningCharlotte.com

greater risk than the added hormones,
says Greenspan. “Chronic, low-dose antibiotic exposure could affect the body’s
microbiome [the microorganism colony
in the digestive tract], which can lead to
obesity and may also influence puberty.”

The Stress Monster

“Considerable research now supports
the notion that excessive stress early in
life can affect the timing of puberty,”
says Greenspan. Stressors can range
from sexual or child abuse to stressful
family relationships, low emotional
investment on the part of parents or a
depressed mother.
“Girls that grow up in homes without their biological fathers are twice as
likely to experience early menarche as
girls that grow up with both parents,”
advises Deardorff.
Biro points out that stress is associated with higher levels of cortisol and
obesity. Cortisol, the stress hormone,
has been directly related to belly fat in
numerous studies.

Added Risks

“Early puberty also increases social
risks,” says Deardorff. “Girls that develop ahead of their peers have more
anxiety, a higher incidence of depression, poorer body image and more
eating disorders.”
Research from St. Thomas’ Hospital, in London, reports that reaching
puberty early may also increase risks for
diabetes and breast cancer later in life,
says Biro, the latter “possibly due to
greater lifetime exposure to female hormones and the susceptibility of rapidly
developing breast tissue to environmental toxins.” Framingham Heart Study results published in the Journal of Clinical
Endocrinology & Metabolism support

12 Foods to
Buy Organic
The Environmental Working Group
reports that these foods are the most
heavily contaminated with pesticides,
so look for organic versions and prioritize them on the family grocery list.
1. Apples
2. Peaches
3. Nectarines
4. Strawberries
5. Grapes
6. Celery
7. Spinach
8. Sweet bell peppers
9. Cucumbers
10. Cherry tomatoes
11. Snap peas (imported)
12. Potatoes
earlier studies that found menstruating
before age 12 may contribute to a 23
percent greater risk of developing heart
disease and 28 percent higher risk of
dying from heart attack or stroke.

Parental Strategies

These experts all agree that a clean diet
is one of the most powerful strategies
to protect young girls. Murray recommends reviewing the Environmental
Working Group’s list at Tinyurl.com/
EWGDirtyDozen. He says, “If you buy
these foods organic, you’ll both avoid
hormone-disrupting pesticides and herbicides and give children the protection
of antioxidants that can help protect
against other toxins.”
Kathleen Barnes is author of numerous
natural health books, including Food
Is Medicine. Connect at Kathleen
Barnes.com.

Signs to Watch for in Boys
Scant information exists charting
puberty trends in boys, although
medical researcher Dr. Frank Biro’s
findings show that unlike overweight
girls, some obese boys tend to reach
puberty later than average.
Professionals at the Nationwide
Children’s Hospital, in Columbus,
Ohio, suggest talking with a doctor if
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a boy starts experiencing any of the
following before reaching age 9:
4 Growth of testicles or penis
4 Growth of pubic, underarm
or facial hair
4 Rapid height changes
4 Voice deepening
4 Acne
4 Adult body odor
AwakeningCharlotte.com

naturalpet

of credentials in a field of medicine that treats horses, dogs, cats,
cattle, pigs, sheep, goats, elephants, birds and reptiles.
Human and animal chiropractic medicine deals with
describing the relationship between the spinal column and
nervous system, as well as its crucial role in maintaining
overall health. This methodology for animals is especially
helpful for enhancing performance—in breeding, training and grooming dogs to conform to the specifications of
American Kennel Club dog shows and/or agility competitions—and for horses that compete as jumpers, distance
race horses or barrel racers.

Exacting Practicum

Animal
Chiropractic
The Benefits of a
Well-Adjusted Pet
by Linda Sechrist

A

lthough pet owners may consider animal chiropractic
services as a modern-day phenomenon, it’s been around
since the early 1920s. Proof resides at the Palmer College of Chiropractic library in a report describing an equine
chiropractic adjustment course created by B. J. Palmer, who
expanded on the work of his father, D.D. Palmer, the founder of
chiropractic. It also houses the doctor of chiropractic veterinary
diploma issued to graduates. Today, the American Veterinary
Chiropractic Association (AVCA) is the primary national source
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Doctor of Veterinary Medicine Bob Willard, in the Dallas/
Fort Worth area, is certified to perform spinal adjustments
and acupuncture on animals. Having practiced equine sports
medicine since 1982, Willard elected in 2005 to extend his
education with 200 hours of classroom and laboratory training according to the standard of the International Veterinary
Chiropractic Association.
Willard had been a skeptic prior to his personal experience. “To help me deal with a compound fracture, my wife
dragged me to see a chiropractor. After reaping the physical
benefits, I was naturally curious to learn more. Today, I treat
the majority of my patients with chiropractic and acupuncture
before using conventional treatments,” advises Willard, who
emphasizes that he finds these complementary therapies useful in preventing injuries. At one of the barns Willard works
with, nearly every performance horse gets an adjustment every
30 days, because the owners can spot subtle differences long
before a potential injury occurs.
In North America, laws and regulations governing
animal chiropractic differ by state. American Veterinary
Medicine Association guidelines recommend that a veterinarian should examine an animal and establish a preliminary
diagnosis before initiating any alternative treatment. In some
locations, a veterinarian must supervise treatments by an
animal chiropractor that’s not also a vet.
Doctor of Chiropractic Donna Gigliotti, who practices at
Macungie Animal Hospital, in Macungie, Pennsylvania, has
been treating animals in collaboration with local veterinarians
since 1997. She regularly lectures on the benefits and combines techniques such as neurofascial release, which affects
the joints, muscles, ligaments and brain. This type of therapy
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is highly effective in treating genetic
predispositions such as canine intervertebral disc disease, which can occur
in any dog, but most particularly the
dachshund, Lhasa apso and Shih Tzu.
Selected for a genetic form of dwarfism,
these breeds have discs prone to this
age-related form of degeneration.
To help delay such related impacts,
Gigliotti teaches owners to work with
their pet to train them to perform balance
exercises that develop the core muscles
which hold the spine firmly in place. “I
don’t want to repeatedly see a dog for
the same issues when it’s possible for
the animal to maintain the adjustment
with the owner’s help,” notes Gigliotti,
who is among a few doctors that have
completed advanced neurology training
for animals at the Healing Oasis Wellness
Center, in Sturtevant, Wisconsin.
“Animal chiropractic techniques
can also help with symptoms such as
lameness, skin problems, bladder and
bowel irregularities, sight and hearing
loss, breathing difficulties, food and
environmental allergies and gait abnormalities,” advises Doctor of Chiropractic
Sherry Bresnahan. Licensed in the care
of humans and animals, she holds AVCA
certification and applies her extensive
postgraduate training at Crystal Lake Veterinary Hospital, in Crystal Lake, Illinois.

Owner Alert

“A pet’s biggest asset is an observant owner. No one knows their constant companion better,” says Bresnahan. “It’s why vets
hear statements such as, ‘My cat’s meow
is off,’ or, ‘My dog is acting lethargic,’ or
‘My pet’s eyes seem dull.’ In performance
animals like horses, it’s generally the rider
that spots something that’s off.”
She explains that although she
doesn’t need to apply any more chiropractic pressure on animals than she uses
on people, it is necessary to stand on
bales of hay to place the upper body and
hands at the correct angle when making
an adjustment on a horse or rodeo bull.
Chiropractors that specialize in
treating animals are adept at reading
the body language of nearly any creature, which can speak volumes about
their health challenges.
Linda Sechrist is a senior staff writer for
Natural Awakenings.
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calendarofevents
THURSDAY, OCTOBER 1

MONDAY, OCTOBER 5

Sailing for Women - 3pm-6pm. $100. Learn the basics of sailing in this 3-hour course. Also offered Oct
9, 10, 27, 29. Waterstreet Seaport Marina. Register
704-330-4223. CPCC.edu/cce/personal-enrichment

Guided Shamanic Meditation with Robbie Warren - 7-8:30pm. $30. Shamans have been holding
ceremony for help and guidance to come from our
guides. Robbie works with the spirit guides to bring
clarity for creation and manifestation. Limited
space - must register. Robbie@OtterDance.com.
1912 Commonwealth Ave. OkraCharlotte.com

Meditation on Chakras - 6-7:30pm. Free. Learn
to eliminate stress with breathing techniques and
meditation. You’ll also learn Principles of Healthy
Living, Effortless Meditation and other tools to
chart a new course for your life. 1318-A0 Central
Ave. HEMarket.com

TUESDAY, OCTOBER 6
Group Remote Sunpoint Sessions with Janet
Sussman - 8:30-10pm. $35/session. Join us as we
participate in this powerful spiritual healing process
together via teleconference. Also offered Oct 13.
RSVP to receive codes. Janet_Sussman@att.net.
980-236-7026. TimePortalPubs.com

FRIDAY, OCTOBER 2
Book Signing with Cyndi Dale - 5pm. Free. Cyndi
Dale is Back at The Bag Lady! 704-847-0217. GinaSpriggs.guru/events. Cyndi Dale Healing “HandsOn” Internship Intensive - Friday-Sunday. $997
for NA readers with promo code: STAR. For more
information and register: GinaSpriggs.guru/event

SATURDAY, OCTOBER 3
Gigantic Yard Sale at Unity of Charlotte - 8am2pm. We have gathered a large collection of treasures from our spiritual community; a shopping
extravaganza for all! 401 E Arrowood Rd. 704-5230062. UnityofCharlotte.org
Certified Usui/Holy Fire Reiki Level I/II - 8:30am6:30pm, Saturday & Sunday. $350. Join Bryce Goebel
and ICRT Senior teacher, Patricia Williams, for this
comprehensive 2 day training. Eligible CEs. Includes
Reiki for spiritual development, self-treatments, hand
positions, treatments with others, giving distance
sessions, symbols and their uses, hands-on practice,
attunements, ICRT manual & certificate. 51 Union
St, Ste 202, Concord. Register: AReikiPlace.com
ChiRunning/Walking Workshop with Hal Smith
- 9-10:30am. $40. Learn how to use natural forces
to run and walk more effortlessly and injury free.
Participants will receive $20 credit toward flexible,
lightweight, zero drop or minimal shoes at Gumbo
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and a free pass to foam rolling workshop. 1912
Commonwealth Ave. OkraCharlotte.com
Desire Map Workshop Level 1 - 9am-6pm, Sunday
10am-2pm. $375. A heart and soul centered journey
where you will get clear on how you truly want to
feel in every aspect of your life. Elemental Healing
Charlotte Community Room. Register: 704-4082359, Lillie@LillieMarshall.com. LillieMarshall.com
Healthy Home Market Galleria - 4 Year Anniversary Celebration - 1-4pm. Free. You are invited to
help us celebrate, after all you’ve been the success
behind our business since the start. Free samples,
live music and more is in store for you when you join
in the fun. 1816-G Galleria Blvd. HEMarket.com
Mind, Body, Spirit Expo - 1-5pm. Some of the area’s
finest holistic healers, card readers, intuitive messengers gather for an afternoon of mind, body, spirit
adventure. 15 minute sessions. Appointments recommended. Walk-ins welcome. 155 Joe V Knox Ave,
Mooresville. 704-662-0946. AhlaraInternational.com
Good Vibration Meditation - 2:30-4:30pm. $20.
Karen Head Ulm presents an afternoon meditation
with Singing Bowls and Gongs. Experience relaxation and transformation as the Bowls & Gongs
allow you to reach a deeper & higher level of
consciousness. 401 E Arrowood Rd. 704-523-0062.
UnityofCharlotte.org

WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 7
P.E. Calvert Guided Meditation & Automatic
Writing - 10:30am-12pm & 6:30-8pm. $20. This
class will align your intuition, Spirit Guides and
Source. Become empowered and then more empowered, exploring consciousness. Also offered
Oct 14, 21. 19621 West Catawba Ave, Cornelius.
KentCookInstitute.com

THURSDAY, OCTOBER 8
Introduction to Reiki Energy Healing - 7pm.
Free. Learn about Reiki for Spiritual development and healing for you and your pets! We’ll
begin with Q&A, then everyone receives “Reiki
Hands” for practice. Well-mannered children are
welcome. 51 Union St, Ste 202, Concord. Register:
AReikiPlace.com
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FRIDAY, OCTOBER 9

WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 14

Creating Heart’s Desire - 9am-6pm Friday,
Saturday, 9am-5pm Sunday. $325. A gentle stress
reduction process that involves 3-in-1 concepts
(OneBrain), breaking free from self-sabotage.
Elemental Healing Community Room. Register:
704-293-0711, VeloriesFigures@gmail.com. ElementalHealingCharlotte.com

Private Readings with Mary Beth Wrenn - 125pm by appointment. $160 for 45 minutes. Mary
Beth Wrenn, professional psychic/medium for 27+
years has the uncanny ability to see the aura with her
eyes shut. She can tune into your personal energetic
signature, pick up on projected thought forms and to
the energy of those passed on. 155 Joe V Knox Ave,
Mooresville. 704-662-0946. AhlaraInternational.com

SATURDAY, OCTOBER 10
Sunpoint™ Practicum with Janet Sussman,
Founding Teacher - 9am-5pm. $100. Enjoy another
powerful, relaxing and education day of learning this
practical, easy and affordable process of spiritual
rejuvenation. Focus: the subtler points in working
energetically with others. More info: 980-236-7026
or Janet_Sussman@att.net. TimePortalPubs.com
Celebrate Happy Birth Days! Celebrate Midwives!
Support Women’s Choices - 10am-2pm. In honor
of Midwifery Week across the nation, you’re invited
to join the South Carolina Chapter of the National
Association of Certified Professional Midwives (SCNACPM). Bring a picnic, bring your family, bring your
friends. Walter Elisha Park, Fort Mill. NACPM.org
SoulCollage - 1:30-4:30pm. $45 (includes all
supplies). A creative and lighthearted collage
process with Margaret Wyche that allows one
to explore their life, inner wisdom and intuition.
Elemental Healing Creative Arts Studio. Register: 704-807-3635 or mwyche@carolina.rr.com.
ElementalHealingCharlotte.com

SUNDAY, OCTOBER 11
Moving into Stillness with Brooke Carlson - 1:303pm. $20. This ‘yoga nap’ practice is designed to
open the body and release tension while moving
into several restorative poses. Various props will
be used to support the physical body and help
deepen the experience, releasing muscular tightness
and emotional tension. 1912 Commonwealth Ave.
OkraCharlotte.com
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MONDAY, OCTOBER 12
Holistic Healing for Animals - 7pm. Free. Learn
about alternative natural therapies for animals, and
how they can support your pet in their wellness journey, improve performance, and deepen connections
with you. 51 Union St, Ste 202, Concord. Register:
AReikiPlace.com
Pearl Divers: Interdimensional Travel Group 7:30pm. Bi-weekly exploration into the depth of the
heart and the breadth of the cosmos. Join an intrepid
group of spiritual voyagers as we cross the thresholds of space, time and divine love. Also offered
Oct 26. Janet_Sussman@att.net, 980-236-7026 or
TimePortalPubs.com

TUESDAY, OCTOBER 13
Holistic Health Network Meeting - 6:45pm. Free.
The Holistic Nurses of Charlotte invites you to hear
Mark Allison, Director of Culinary Nutrition at
Dole Food Company at the NC Research Campus in
Kannapolis to talk about “Diabetic Cooking: How to
Control Your Sugar While Getting the Family Back
to the Table”. 3016 Providence Rd. Details: Belle
Radenbaugh 704-575-1153. NCHolisticNetwork.com
New Moon Shamanic Journey - 7:30pm. $20. A
special level of consciousness to work with intuitive and spiritual guidance for healing, obtaining
information and working through personal issues.
704-277-3887 or HarmonyYogaNC.com.

Creative Connections Women’s Coaching Group
(3 month series) - 6:30-7:30pm. $120/month. Want
to make your dreams a reality? In this group, you
will use your creativity and intuition as tools for self
discovery and get ongoing accountability. Also offered Oct 28, Nov 4 and 18. CreativeConnections8@
gmail.com. ElementalHealingCharlotte.com

THURSDAY, OCTOBER 15
CROWN-Charlotte Reconnection Ourselves with
Nature - 7-8pm. Free. Emily Scofield talks about her
latest book, Coco & Dean, Explorers of the World.
1925 Rama Rd. CrownCharlotte.org

FRIDAY, OCTOBER 16
Candlelight Yoga: Honor the Darkness, Celebrate the Light with Brook Carlson - 7:30-9pm.
$20. Begin with yin yoga, transition to yang yoga
and conclude with Nidra (guided meditation). 1912
Commonwealth Ave. OkraCharlotte.com

SATURDAY, OCTOBER 17
Certified Advanced Reiki Training - 9am-6pm. $250.
Receive attunement and Reiki master symbol. Learn
Aura Clearing to remove energy blocks, meditation
to strengthen your mind, using crystals with Reiki,
advanced techniques. Includes hands-on practice,
manual, certificate and ongoing support. 51 Union St,
Ste 202, Concord. Register: AReikiPlace.com
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Evening of Transformational Music with Janet
Sussman - 8pm. Love offering. A unique journey
into the deepest regions of your spiritual body and
psyche that can elicit healing at very deep levels.
This popular event explores the wondrous effects
of music on the human energy system. Janet_Sussman@att.net, 980-236-7026 or TimePortalPubs.com

Benefits of Healing Touch - 7pm. Love offering.
Experience clearing, opening and balancing of your
energy centers with Healing Touch Apprentice,
Catherine Reed. Learn how to be responsible for the
caring of your own energy field and centers. Take
home 2 healing touch modalities that you can share
with self and your loved ones. 401 E Arrowood Rd.
704-523-0062. UnityofCharlotte.org

SUNDAY, OCTOBER 18

FRIDAY, OCTOBER 23

Red Tent Temple Circle for Women - 4-6:30pm.
Donation. Come and sit with your sisters and share
this special time of connection with other women.
Experience the supportive power of a circle of
women. The Bag Lady. Alison@EarthenMoon.com
Astrology with Jim DelliColli - 6-7:30pm. $15.
Learn to understand horoscopes. Let’s change tomorrow, by getting into rhythm with the universe.
19900 S Main St, Ste 5, Cornelius. Classes@
TranspersonalPower.com. meetup.com/Our-Placein-Cornelius/events

MONDAY, OCTOBER 19
Pathways to Intuition - 7-9pm. $15. Open group,
will empower your innate intuition and abilities
with others in the group. October: Explore your
soul groups with Linda Thunberg, MHt. 19900 S
Main St, Ste 5, Cornelius. 704-237-3561. Linda@
TranspersonalPower.com. meetup.com/Our-Placein-Cornelius/events. TranspersonalPower.com

TUESDAY, OCTOBER 20
Sierra Club Service Outing - 9am-12pm. Help
remove invasive plants at Ribbon Walk, an 188 acre
urban forest off Statesville Rd, 4 miles from Center
City Charlotte. This preserve protects a diversity of
forest and wetland dwelling habitats. Some tools provided, bring work gloves. Hike included. Optional:
bring lunch and eat with group after hike. Details:
MaryLouBuc@aol.com. CharlotteSierraClub.org
Allergy Friendly Halloween Treats - 6-8pm. Free.
Learn which candies are safe and which are not, and
leave with a list. Hosted by Mary Herrington, GF
Coach. 1381-A0 Central Ave. Register online under
events tab: HEMarket.com

Divine-Alignment-Straightening Workshop Friday-Saturday. $211. DAS: A spiritual and mental
transformation that physically straightens your back.
More information DebbyFlowers@aol.com or text
704-506-0027. Divine-Alignment-Straightening.com

Insight Meditation: The Basics - 7-9pm. $40
facility fee (no one turned away) plus Dana (donation for the leader). Cultivating mindfulness and
concentration, working with hindrances, cultivating
contentment, taking your practice into your daily
lives. Milford Chapel, 3900 Park Rd. YogaMom14@
aol.com. InsightMeditationCharlotte.org

WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 21
Documentary: “A Chorus in Miracles” - 7:30pm.
$10. Join Unity of Lake Norman for a 50th Anniversary Celebration of A Course in Miracles. The
film, directed by NY Times bestselling author, James
Twyman, focuses on music and the people who are
living the ACIM message in dynamic ways. 9216A Westmoreland Rd, Cornelius. 704-267-5498.
UnityLakeNorman.org

THURSDAY, OCTOBER 22
Essential Oils for Beginners - 7pm. $10. Come
learn the history and basics of essential oils and aromatherapy, plus try over three dozen oils and blends.
You\’ll leave with two samples of your favorite oils
from the evening. 51 Union St, Ste 202, Concord.
Register: AReikiPlace.com

Great things are done
by a series of small things
brought together.
~Vincent Van Gogh
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A Chorus in Miracles Movie - 7pm. $10. A Film
by “The Moses Code” Director James Twyman. Celebrating the 50th Anniversary of the Spiritual Classic,
A Course in Miracles. The purpose of this film is to
light a fire and inspire people. It isn’t an academic
look of the Course, but focuses on music and people
who are living the message in dynamic ways. 401 E
Arrowood Rd. 704-523-0062. UnityofCharlotte.org

SATURDAY, OCTOBER 24
Chakra Balancing Workshop - 9am-1pm. $59. In
this introduction to the energy centers, you will learn
to use a pendulum; how to translate the information
obtained and relate it to your current life situation;
as well as effective ways to balance your energies.
Practice CD included. Details/register: 704-9964079, Nancy@AReikiLife.com. AReikiLife.com
Yoga for Trauma - 9:30am-5pm. $150. Level 1
training with Beth Odom and Anna Ferguson. Learn
how yoga blended with modern neuroscience creates
effective healing, how to create a trauma-sensitive
classroom, easy and portable techniques to take
trauma-sensitive yoga off the mat. Great for social
workers and yoga teachers alike. 1912 Commonwealth Ave. OkraCharlotte.com
SoulCollage Workshop Series, The Community
Suit w/Margaret Wyche - 9:30am-4pm. $95/class
or register for 4 ongoing classes. The Community Suit
represents people or animals that have previously, or
are currently influencing one’s life. The influence from
members of the Community Suit ranges from friendly
and helpful to challenging. Elemental Healing Creative
Arts Studio. Register: 704-807-3635, MWyche@carolina.rr.com. ElementalHealingCharlotte.com
Witches Bazaar - 11am-5pm. Free. Come join us
for a bewitchingly fun afternoon, surrounded by
the sights and sounds of the season. Shop til you
drop while enjoying live music and entertainment,
trick-or-treating, free games and activities for the
little hobgoblins. Lots of fun for all ages. Karyae
Park, 4227 Linwood Rd, Gastonia
Misfits Witches Ball - 8pm-1:30am. $20 online,
$25 at the door. Timewarp to Transylvania while
celebrating the thinning of the veil. Join Misfit
Sanctuary for a magical night of live music, dance,
costume and revelry. 21 & up. $35 couples rate.
Karyae Park, 4227 Linwood Rd, Gastonia. WitchesBall.MisfitSanctuary.org/Misfits-Witches-Ball
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SUNDAY, OCTOBER 25
Yoga Therapy for the Hips - 9:30am-12pm. $30. Discussion of the musculoskeletal system of the hips and
postures/techniques based on Viniyoga, a therapeutic
approach that uses the principles of repetition and stay;
function over form; breath and adaptation; and specialized sequencing. HarmonyYogaNC.com, 704-277-3887
Yoga Therapy for the Lower Back - 1:30-4pm.
$30. Discussion of the musculoskeletal system of
the lumbo-sacral area and postures/techniques based
on Viniyoga, a therapeutic approach that uses the
principles of repetition and stay; function over form;
breath and adaptation; and specialized sequences.
HarmonyYogaNC.com, 704-277-3887
Family Constellation Workshop - $196. FAM is
a transformation and cleansing of all energy blockers and entanglements in your life. For information
DebbyFlowers@aol.com or text 704-506-0027.
Divine-Alignment-Straightening.com

TUESDAY, OCTOBER 27
Full Moon Shamanic Journey - 7:30pm. $20. A
special of consciousness to work with intuitive and
spiritual guidance for healing, obtaining information
and working through personal issues. 704-277-3887.
HarmonyYogaNC.com

WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 28
Permaculture Workshop - 6:30-8pm. Free. HugelSwales - build soil and water with low to no-dig
techniques. Hosted by Kristina Carlet with Biodwell
and CLT Permaculture Group. 1318-A0 Central Ave.
HEMarket.com
Sierra Club Central Piedmont Chapter Meeting
- 6:30pm, 7pm meeting. Information on a variety of
environmental issues. Check website for program
details. Free and open to the public. Mahlon Adams
Pavilion at Freedom Park. SierraClub.centpiedpublicity@gmail.com. CharlotteSierraClub.org

THURSDAY, OCTOBER 29

planahead
SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 7

THURSDAY-SUNDAY
NOVEMBER 12-15

Soulo Entrepreneur Workshop: Using Your Purpose & Passion to Make a Profit - 1:30-4:30pm.
$39 earlybird, $45 after 11/1. Do you want to start
or grow your own “soul-filled” business but don’t
know where to start? Want to make a difference
and a living? Learn to use your purpose and passion to make a profit and support yourself as well
as others. You will learn to use your gifts easily
and effectively. Unity of Charlotte. 704-342-1144.
Jeannie@jeanniefennell.com
Reiki First Degree Training - 3 month program.
$225 early bird special. This program will prepare
you for a daily self-practice to support healing and
growth; and give you the skills to offer treatment
informally to family, friends and pets. This program
can be a powerful means of personal transformation,
as the connection with your innate spirit and energy
becomes the ever-present background against which
you live your life. 22 CE hours NCBTMB. Details/
register: 704-996-4079, Nancy@AReikiLife.com,
AReikiLife.com

SUNDAY, NOVEMBER 8
Sense and Sense-ability - 12:30-2pm. Love offering.
Developing Higher Sensitivity to the Subtle Energy
Field of the Self - the Soul and its Instrument.This
workshop will take participants through a gentle and
fun exploration of the fields which make up the instrument of the soul, what is called our personality body.
Experience an expanded awareness of variations in
subtle energy with facilitator, Barbara Rulf. 401 E
Arrowood Rd. 704-523-0062. UnityofCharlotte.org

Pranic Healing Intensive - 9am-5pm. Learn Level
1 & 2 in the Pranic Healing Curriculum. Senior
instructors, Dr. Kenneth Williams and Connie Williams, M.Ed. 5200 Park Rd, Ste 200A. 850-3800561. Register: PranicHealingandWellness.com

WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 18
Tashi Kyil Tibetan Buddhist Monks - 7pm. Donation. The monks will be visiting from their refugee
monastery in Northern India, sharing with us, their
tradition of meditation and chanting. Milford Chapel, 3900 Park Rd. AlwaysKindness@gmail.com.
InsightMeditationCharlotte.org

SATURDAY, DECEMBER 5
Good Vibration - 2:30-4pm. $20. Karen Head
Ulm presents an afternoon meditation with Singing
Bowls and Gongs. Experience relaxation and transformation as the Bowls & Gongs allow you to reach
a deeper & higher level of consciousness. 401 E
Arrowood Rd. 704-523-0062. UnityofCharlotte.org

If everyone is moving forward together,
then success takes care of itself.
~Henry Ford

Messages of Healing from the Angels - 12-5pm by appointment. $88 for 45 minutes. Nami will bring Angelic
energies to heal heartache, grief and pain - among other
things. Feeling stuck, sad, drained and don’t know why?
Allow Nami to help jump-start the healing process based
on channeled angelic messages. 155 Joe V Knox Ave,
Mooresville. 704-662-0946. AhlaraInternational.com

SATURDAY, OCTOBER 31
UCFSL Annual Fish Fry - 11am-2pm. $8 per plate.
Fried fish, baked beans, coleslaw and roll. Place
orders by end of day on Monday, October 26 via
janicemaleyeff.ucfsl@gmail.com. Intuitive minireadings with “Heather Gaffney-Darnell & Friends”
will be available. 7300 Mallard Creek Rd. UCFSL.org
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Carolina Shag - 7-8:30pm, Oct 5-Nov 9. Born at
the beach, Carolina Shag is the beloved dance of the
Carolinas. CPCC Levine Campus, Matthews. Register
704-330-4223. CPCC.edu/cce/personal-enrichment

ongoingevents
sunday

monday

Unity of Charlotte Sunday Celebration Service 10:30am. Spirit-led and Heart-driven describes this
welcoming spiritual community that offers spiritual
enrichment classes throughout the week and a vibrant
Sunday Celebration Service with terrific music and inspiring messages. Youth Program ages 4+ avail. 401 E
Arrowood Rd. 704-523-0062. UnityofCharlotte.org.

Monday Morning Meditation - 9-9:50am. Oct 5,
12, 26. $5. Beginner or advanced in the art of meditation. This period of stillness may be just what you
need to start each week with a happy sigh. 219621
West Catawba Ave, Cornelius. 704-896-3111.
meetup.com/thenook

Unity Center for Spiritual Living Sunday Service
- 10:30am. Led by spiritual leader, Rev Rebecca
Nagy. A non-denominational spiritual community,
grounded in the universal truth teachings of new
thought and ageless wisdom. 7300 Mallard Creek
Rd. 704-599-1180. UCFSL@att.net. UCFSL.org
Unity Church of Lake Norman Spiritual Center
Sunday Service - 11am (Adult class 9:30am). Love
offering. Looking for solutions to life’s challenges?
Believing there must be a better way? At Unity we
don’t do dogma. Rather we offer “New Thought” and
invite you to take what works and leave the rest. Warehouse Performing Arts Center, 9216 Westmoreland
Rd, Cornelius. 704-267-5498. UnityLakeNorman.org
Prenatal Yoga - 1:45-3pm. $18 drop-in, $75 5-class
pass, $125 10-classes. A gentle, safe and supportive
class in which the classic yoga postures are modified
for the changing needs of the expectant mother. Focus
is on developing strength, flexibility, proper breathing and an inner peace in preparation for birth and
motherhood. Also offered Wednesdays at 5:45pm.
1912 Commonwealth Ave. OkraCharlotte.com

Intuitive Development/Mental Mediumship for
Beginners - 10:30am-12pm & 6:30-8pm. Oct 5, 12, 26.
$20. Curious about intuitive development? Interested in
learning the power of working with your spirit guides?
This class is a great place to start. 19621 W Catawba
Ave, Cornelius. 704-896-3111. meetup.com/thenook
Chair Yoga - Get Fit while you Sit - 10:30am. $10.
Chair Yoga increases coordination and balance
which can help prevent falls and helps you achieve
physical and mental fitness. Participants will learn
stretches, modified versions of twists, hip stretches
and poses that will sooth aching joints and improve
flexibility. MarieTheriault@windstream.net. FlowingRiverQigongandYoga.byregion.net
Free to Be - 1-3pm. Oct 5, 12, 26. Free. Bring your
coffee, tea, snacks: what are your psychic happenings,
what are your metaphysical questions? Bring all to The
Nook every Monday afternoon. 19621 W Catawba
Ave, Cornelius. 704-896-3111. meetup.com/thenook
Creative Writing - 6:30-9pm, Oct 19-Nov 23. $130.
Explore creative writing as you get tips on craft and
practice. CPCC Central Campus. Register 704-3304223. CPCC.edu/cce/personal-enrichment

Therapeutic Yoga for Deep Relaxation -6:30pm.
Breathing techniques, gentle poses and meditation
to peacefully bring you into the present moment. All
levels, beginners welcome. Integra Wellness, 1040
Edgewater Corporate Parkway, Indian Land, SC.
704-277-3887 or HarmonyYogaNC.com.
Oneness Blessing - 7pm. Love offering. 1st and 3rd
Mon. Non-denominational experience that transfers
physical energy, awakening our connection with the
oneness in everything, allowing each of us to deepen
our relationship with others and our creator. 401 E. Arrowood Road. 704-523-0062, UnityOfCharlotte.org.
October Meditation Series - 7pm. $10. A guided
healing meditation aimed at self healing. 5200 Park
Rd, Ste 200A. 850-380-0561. PranicHealingCharlotte.com. PranicHealingandWellness.com

tuesday
Gentle Restorative Yoga - 9:30-11am. Release
muscular and mental tension with flowing poses and
breath, as well as restorative postures using props
for deep joint opening. HarmonyYogaNC.com.
Weekly Daytime Meditation - 12-1pm. Donation.
Brief instruction period, 30 minute silent meditation,
short Q&A. Park Rd Baptist Church, Milford Chapel, 3900 Park Rd. 704-995-4860. IMCCharlotte.org
Guided Meditation with John W Love, Jr. 6-6:45pm. $10 first time, $20 drop in, $75 5 class pass.
Whether your goal is to sit with the Self at its most
divine or to wade in the rivers of perpetual miracle,
recognizing that what is created in the subconscious
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is manifested in your waking life, Love guides you
to skillfully and intentionally see, hear, taste, feel,
smell and live in the nectar of your visions. 1912
Commonwealth Ave. OkraCharlotte.com
Guided Meditation with Joy - 6:30pm. $10. Partake
in a healing of the mind, body and spirit as we journey to the City of White. No meditation experience
necessary, just an open heart and desire to relax and
rejuvenate the body and soul. 155 Joe V Knox Rd,
Mooresville. 704-662-0946. AhlaraInternational.com
Meditation for Peace Assembly - 7pm. Love offering. A group meditation for peace in ourselves and in
our world. Two 20 minute sessions of silent meditation with a short intermission. 401 E Arrowood Rd.
704-523-0062. UnityofCharlotte.org
The Dynamic Laws of Prosperity - 7-8:30pm. Love
offering. The world’s first and best prosperity course.
You can have everything and anything if you know the
power that is within you and dare to use it. This course
teaches you how to access and release this power. 401
E Arrowood Rd. 704-523-0062. UnityofCharlotte.org

wednesday
The School of Spirituality with David Hulse 10:30am-12pm. Love Donation. This is an on-going
class with discussion on spiritual topics relevant to
our changing world and search for deeper meaning.
All welcome. 704-523-0062. 401 E Arrowood Rd.
UnityofCharlotte.org
Evening Yoga Flow - 6:30pm. $10. A safe and supportive environment for new and experienced students
Wind down from your busy day and move your way
through a series of poses that integrate awareness,
alignment, balance, strength, flexibility and grace.
Access the deeper wisdom and leave feeling nourished
and well-rested. Mats and props provided. Wesley
Chapel. FlowingRiverQigongandYoga.byregion.net
Freelance Journalism - 7-9p, Oct 21-Dec 2. $110.
Get the support and structure you need to turn ideas
into income. CPCC Central Campus. Register
704-330-4223. CPCC.edu/cce/personal-enrichment
Therapeutic Yoga for Deep Relaxation - 6:30pm.
Breathing techniques, gentle poses and meditation
to peacefully bring you into the present moment.
All levels, beginners welcome. All levels, beginners welcome. Integra Wellness, 1040 Edgewater
Corporate Parkway, Indian Land, SC. 704-277-3887
or HarmonyYogaNC.com.
Weekly Wednesday Meditation - 7-9pm. Donation. Practice instructions for those new to
meditation at 7pm. Silent mindfulness meditation
at 7:30pm, followed by dharma talk and discussion.
Park Rd Baptist Church, Milford Chapel, 3900 Park
Rd. IMCCharlotte.org

thursday
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A Course in Miracles - 9:30am. Freewill offering.
A transformative ongoing study group open to all.
Where philosophy, psychology, and religion end, A
Course in Miracles begins. 401 E. Arrowood Road.
704-523-0062, UnityOfCharlotte.org.
Intuitive Development/Mental Mediumship 10:30am-12pm & 6:30-8pm. Oct 1, 8, 15, 29. $20.
Explore and expand the depth of your own skills
and gifts, journey into another realm, working with
your Guides. Mediumship practiced. 19621 West
Catawba Ave, Cornelius. KentCookInstitute.com
Qigong - 11am. $10. Gentle exercises for adults.
Easy to learn, flowing movements and breathing
techniques to improve balance, flexibility, mental
focus and overall health. Beginners welcome.
Register/info: MarieTheriault@windstream.net.
FlowingRiverQigongandYoga.byregion.net
Kundalini Yoga - 6:30-8pm. $15. A physical and
meditative discipline that combines postures (asanas) , breath (pranayama), and the chanting of mantras. 1912 Commonwealth Ave. OkraCharlotte.com
The Night Sky - Unlocking Its Secrets - 7-9pm,
Oct 29-Dec 3. Gain a new perspective on the night
sky and all its wonder. CPCC Levine Campus,
Matthews. Register 704-330-4223. CPCC.edu/cce/
personal-enrichment
Reiki Share - 7pm. 1st & 3rd Thursdays. Love Offering. A safe haven and community for like-minded
Light Workers, attuned to Reiki. A Reiki blessing
is available afterwards. Facilitated by Reiki Master
Sandra Mettlach, LPN. 401 E. Arrowood Rd. 704523-0062, UnityofCharlotte.org.
Dharana Meditation with Sati - 7pm. $10. Learn to
relinquish stress, clear the mind, relax the body, make
better decisions, heal anxiety/become calm. Sati has
practiced & taught meditation for almost 30 years
and yoga for over 15 years. 155 Joe V Knox Ave,
Mooresville. 704-662-0946. AhlaraInternational.com

saturday
Integrative Yoga for Deep Relaxation – 8:30 &
10:15am. Breathing techniques, gentle poses. aromatherapy, massage and meditation to peacefully
bring you into the present moment. 704-277-3887
or HarmonyYogaNC.com.
Home Staging Basics-3 Day Seminar - 10am12pm, Oct 3-17. Learn to create a fresh, inviting
environment for your home. CPCC Levine Campus,
Matthews. Register 704-330-4223. CPCC.edu/cce/
personal-enrichment
Personal Trainer National Certification - 9am2pm, Oct 3-Dec 5. $785. Learn the skills you need
to be a certified personal trainer. CPCC Central
Campus. Register 704-330-4223. CPCC.edu/cce/
personal-enrichment
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communityresourceguide
Connecting you to the leaders in natural healthcare and green living in
our community. To find out how you can be included in the Community
Resource Guide email Advertise@AwakeningCharlotte.com to request our
media kit.

ACUPUNCTURE
GREEN CROSS ACUPUNCTURE
Dr Eddie Choi, LAc, OMD
6404 Carmel Rd, Ste 202,
Charlotte, 704-540-6900
GCAcupuncture.com

Dr A I Cushing, DCD, Ch, CNC, FSAC
1341 E Morehead St, Ste 102
704-776-4185
HolisticDoc.com

Dr. Cushing will help you get to
the root causes of your Eczema &
Psoriasis with specialized holistic
testing. 37 years of clinical
experience. Easy, non-drug
treatment. See ad, page 10.

AYURVEDA
AYURVEDIC HEALTH COUNSELOR

Wi t h 2 4 y e a r s o f c l i n i c a l
and teaching experience in
acupuncture and Chinese
medicine, Camilo’s expertise is
to identify the root cause of your
health concerns. Specializing in
the treatment of pain conditions,
women’s health, digestive
disorders, sports injuries, stress
and chronic diseases. Camilo also teaches authentic
Chen Tai Chi, QiGong and Taoist yoga.

Education/support on food and lifestyle from a wholistic
system of medicine that uses a constitutional model
individualized for each person’s elemental makeup. Workshops and consultations help to enhance
digestion, promote detoxification, reduce stress and
increase the connection between the mind and the
body. See ad, page 28.

Paula Kearney and David Bonilla
1318-A3 Central Ave, Plaza Midwood
704-770-1318
TwoTreesAcupuncture.com
Charlotte‘s only Community
Acupuncture Clinic, providing
affordable Community &
Comprehensive Acupuncture
services, Customized Chinese
Herbal Formulas, Oriental
Nutrition Therapy and Tui Na
Chinese Medical Massage. See ad, page 16.

WANG’S ACUPUNCTURE &
HERBAL CLINIC

Dr’s Jeffrey Wang & Mary Ren, DOM, LAc
704-968-0351
BallantyneAcupuncture.com
Acupuncture & herbal experts and
professors from China with 31
years clinical experience now
serving Rock Hill, South Carolina
and Charlotte.
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Nancy Hudson, CLD
Nancitarene@gmail.com
704-579-5308
Serving with experience,
encouragement and therapeutic
touch. Helping women physically,
emotionally and informationally
during pregnancy, birth and
postpartum. Testimonials: facebook/
GentleStrengthDoulaService.

HOLISTIC DOCTOR OF CHARLOTTE

Camilo Sanchez, LAc, MOM, MQG
704-542-8088
EmpowerLifeCenter.com

TWO TREES ACUPUNCTURE

GENTLE STRENGTH
DOULA SERVICE

ALLERGY

Offering Acupuncture, Chinese
Herbal Medicine, Japanese style
needle skills and alternative health
services to provide the highest
standard of health enhancement.
See ad, page 21.

EMPOWER LIFE CENTER

DOULA

Lisa Moore
704-277-3887
HarmonyYogaNC.com

COLONICS
CHARLOTTE COLON
HYDROTHERAPY

Paul & Catherine Simard
942 W Hill St, Charlotte NC 28208
CharlotteColonHydrotherapy.com
704-858-4802
Get Healthy with Colonics!
Begin your journey to wellness
in a safe, clean and professional
environment. Since 1994.
Certified and member of I-ACT.
Uptown Charlotte.

DETOXIFICATION
DETOX YOU

Aleesha K Ashlie
704-995-5337
AAshlie@Windstream.net
DetoxesYou.com
Optimize health & recovery! Cleanse every cell
in your body. Experience more energy, boosted
immune system, quicker recovery from allergies,
athletics, illness, surgery, and more. See ad, page 39.

EDUCATION
CPCC CORPORATE AND
CONTINUING EDUCATION
704-330-4223
cpcc.edu/cce

Invest in yourself.
Explore new topics or
refresh skills. Personal
enrichment offerings
include fitness, creative
and performing arts, recreation, wellness, home and
garden and more. See ad, page 21.

ENERGY HEALING
BIJA TREE

A School for Higher Learning
Learn, Heal, Grow
Connie Williams MEd
BijaTree@gmail.com
850-380-0561
Master Your Energy! Master
Your Life! Do you feel drained
of time, energy and money?
Learn skills and tools to be more
efficient and abundant in your
work and life. Call to register
for our next seminar or private
consultation session. See ad, page 23.

FITNESS
THE PEACEFUL DRAGON
12610 Steele Creek Rd,
Hwy 160, Charlotte NC
704-504-8866
ThePeacefulDragon.com

Tai Chi, Kungfu, Yoga, and
Meditation. Traditional and
authentic classes 7 days a week.
Ta k e c o n t r o l o f y o u r
fitness, stress reduction, healing
and self-defense. Programs for
kids aged 3 and up through
senior citizens. See ad, page 2.
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FUEL TECHNOLOGY
ECO-ENGINEERED PRODUCTS
Curtis McCoy
xgopportunity.com/bxtreme7
704-449-8830

Vitamins for your car! Xtreme
Green, the leader in
environmentally friendly
lubrication and fuel
technology. Boost power and
performance. Reduce harmful
emissions Improve MPG.
Distributorship available.

GIFT SHOPS
FREE SPIRIT GIFT SHOP

Marie Hadden
2621 Weddington Rd
704-291-9393
Free Spirit Gift Shop on Facebook
Come experience all the
peace and joy a spiritual
shop can offer. We offer a
wide variety of items for
your enjoyment. Now
offering Shamanic
Readings and Shamanic
Journeys. See ad, page 33.

HERBALIST
CAROLINAS NATURAL
HEALTH CENTER

Dr Dave Hamilton, ND
1114 Sam Newell Rd, Ste A
Matthews, NC 28105
704-708-4404
CarolinasNaturalHealth.com
Specializing in botanical
medicine, family medicine, pain
management, and clinical
nutrition. Dr. Dave uses these
modalities to best individualize
patient care. Call for your free
consultation. See ad, page 27.

HYPNOTHERAPY
TRANSPERSONAL POWER, LLC
Linda M Thunberg, MHt
19900 S Main St, Ste 5, Cornelius
Elemental Healing – 5200 Park Rd.
TranspersonalPower.com
704-237-3561

Transpersonal Hypnotherapy
allows you to go beyond the ego,
bringing Spirit into your therapeutic
session. Group or individual
sessions with Linda Thunberg,
Certified Master Transpersonal
Hypnotherapist. Weight Loss,
Stress, Relationship Issues, Self
Esteem, Self Image, Soul Advancement, Regressions,
Life Progressions. See ad, page 35.

LIFE COACH
KELLEY DOYLE COACHING

Kelley Doyle Snyder
704-560-2348, Coach@KelleyDoyle.com
KelleyDoyle.com
Be BOLD. Be BRAVE. Be YOU.
Certified Life Coach with 12+
years experience. Individual
coaching for accelerated growth
and transformation. Small group
Daring Way™ workshops &
retreats for women.

LYMPHATIC CLEANSE
JENNIFER DILLON, DC, CCN
447 S Sharon Amity, Ste 110
704-333-9991
DillonNaturalHealth.com

The Light Beam Generator is a
non-invasive oxygen based
detoxification system helping to
restore function and assist the
lymphatic system. When this
circulatory system is congested,
the whole system becomes toxic
causing chronic inflammation as
well as many other issues. See ad, page 31.

MARTIAL ARTS
HOLISTIC CENTER
AHLARA INTERNATIONAL

155 Joe V Knox Ave, Mooresville
704-662-0946
AhlaraInternational.com
Ahlara International is
Lake Norman’s premier
spa, boutique, and Center
for Yoga and Pilates. The
holistic environment
offers highly qualified
and dedicated practitioners, healers, teachers and
lecturers. See ad, page 7.
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THE PEACEFUL DRAGON

12610 Steele Creek Rd,
Hwy 160, Charlotte, NC
704-504-8866, ThePeacefulDragon.com
Tai Chi, Kungfu, Yoga, and
Meditation. Traditional and
authentic classes 7 days a week.
Take control of your fitness,
stress reduction, healing and
self-defense. Programs for kids
aged 3 and up, through senior
citizens. See ad, page 2.

MASSAGE SCHOOL
NC SCHOOL OF ADVANCED
BODYWORK
820 Tyvola Rd, Ste 203
Charlotte, NC 28217
ncsab.com, 980-224-8449

Train from the best and become
a member of an elite group of
bodywork professionals. See ad,
page 9.

NATUROPATHIC PHYSICIAN
CAROLINAS NATURAL
HEALTH CENTER

Dr Michael Smith, ND
Dr Dave Hamilton, ND
1114 Sam Newell Rd, Ste A
Matthews, NC 28105
704-708-4404
CarolinasNaturalHealth.com
Diabetes, Depression,
Digestive Disorders,
Anxiety ADHD.
C h a r l o t t e ’s o n l y
doctors specializing in
homeopathy. We focus on treating YOU to uncover
the cause of your health condition and empower you
to better health! Call for your free consultation. See
ad, page 27.

DR. DAVE HAMILTON, ND
1114 Sam Newell Rd, Ste A
Matthews, NC 28105
704-708-4404
CarolinasNaturalHealth.com

Diabetes, Depression, Digestive
Disorders, Anxiety ADHD.
C h a r l o t t e ’s o n l y d o c t o r s
specializing in homeopathy. We
focus on treating YOU to uncover
the cause of your health condition
and empower you to better health!
Call for your free consultation. See
ad, page 27.

CHERIE MINETTE, ND, MPH
Naturopathic Health
218 E Tremont Ave, Ste B
704-414-0380
DrMinette.com

Are your medications making you
sick? Dr. Chérie Minette uses
natural therapies to treat a wide
range of health concerns,
including: allergies, depression,
anxiety, reflux, menopause,
irritable bowel, acne, sinusitis,
attention disorder, yeast infections,
and much more. Safe and effective treatments,
without side effects. See ad, page 17.
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ORGANIC SALON
ORGANIC SALON LKN
125 E Plaza Dr, Ste #117
Mooresville NC 28115
704-902-0997
OrganicSalonLKN.com

Full service 100% organic salon using Organic
Salon Systems located in A New You Body Works
offering, massage, detox therapies, local essential
oils and body care products. Don’t forget the
pooches we offer discounts when you book the
same time with 100% stress and chemical free.
ANewYouZenDogSalon.com.

PSYCHIC
ED CARLTON

Tarot, Medium, Clairvoyant, Aura
Charlotte Area
843-437-7028
Intuitive Tarot reader and
Psychic Medium. Readings inperson, call for appointment.
Contact past loved ones, spirit
guides or just receive answers.

REIKI
A REIKI LIFE TREATMENT &
TRAINING CENTER
5200 Park Rd, Ste 105
Charlotte, NC 28209
704-996-4079
AReikiLife.com

Offering Reiki treatment for
adults, children and animals;
comprehensive Reiki educational
programs; and NCBTMB
continuing education. Nancy
Bunt, founder & director, has over
19 years of experience with Reiki
in both clinical settings and private
practice; as well as an extensive
background in mind-body wellness. See ad, page 19.

A REIKI PLACE
INTEGRATIVE WELLNESS
51 Union St S, Ste 202
Concord, NC 28025
704-654-7070
AReikiPlace.com

Intuitive Coaching, Wellness
programs, Treatments for Adults,
Children and Animals, Certified
Reiki and Animal Reiki training.
Bryce Goebel helps you live a
balanced, authentic life. See ad,
page 16.

SPIRITUAL PSYCHIC MEDIUM
Heidi E Kent
423-300-8618
HeidisReadings.com

Heidi E. Kent, co-director of the
Nook Cornelius, is a certified
psychic medium, spiritual
communicator, numerologist,
palmist, relationship counselor
and metaphysical teacher. Heidi
also conducts spiritual weddings.
See ad, page 20.

REFLEXOLOGY
CHARLOTTE REFLEXOLOGY
5200 Park Rd, Ste 111
Yadi Alamin
704-993-8321, jiyad7@gmail.com
CharlotteReflexology.com

Specialty
Services:
Ko r e a n H a n d
Therapy, Foot
R e f l e x o l o g y,
Dien Chan
Facial Reflexology, Tui Na Massage: Whole
Body, Japanese Style Meridian Therapy & Detox
Cupping Therapy.

SHAMANISM
ROBBIE WARREN,
OTTER WOMAN STANDING

Spiritual Guide and Ceremonialist
704-904-4953
Robbie@OtterDance.com
Guidance, Ceremonies and
healing steeped in traditions
of ancient Shamanism.
Working with Spirit Guides
and Ancestors, Robbie
brings clarity and perspective
to situations that create
confusion and dis-ease.

SPIRITUAL CENTER
UNITY OF CHARLOTTE

Senior Minister, Rev Nancy Ennis
401 E Arrowood Rd
704-523-0062
UnityOfCharlotte.org
Unity features a vibrant, joyous
Sunday Celebration Service at
10:30am with terrific music,
inspiring messages and a warm,
welcoming spiritual community. Offering classes and
workshops throughout the week
with activities that support your health, wellness and
spiritual journey. Welcome Home! See ad, page 33.

SPIRITUAL CONSULTANT
JANET SUSSMAN

Intuitive Consultation
980-236-7026
Janet_Sussman@att.net
TimePortalPubs.com
Founder of the Sunpoint™ method
of energy balancing & realignment,
transformational musician, &
author. Over 30 yrs experience
working with adults & children
focusing on life purpose,
creativity, personal relationships,
and the challenges of the spiritual
quest. Ongoing classes, workshops
& transformational music concerts. See ad, page 29.

FACIAL REFLEXOLOGY
5200 Park Rd, Ste 111
Joi Abraham, 314-761-6166
CharlotteReflexology.com

Look younger without drugs,
chemicals or injections! Facial
Reflexology is the natural way to
give the skin a lift. $75 for a 30min session.
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TAI CHI/QIGONG
EMPOWER LIFE CENTER
Camilo Sanchez, LAc, MOM
704-542-8088
EmpowerLifeCenter.com

Learn authentic Chen Tai
Chi and Taoist Elixir Qigong
under the guidance of 20th
generation Master Instructor
Lao Shi, Camilo Sanchez, L.
Ac, MOM. Tai Chi has been
called the “Perfect exercise”
for mind/body wellness.
Promote fitness, improve
health, relieve pain, boost energy, reduce stress & learn
self defense skills.

THERMOGRAPHY
JENNIFER DILLON, DC, CCN
447 S Sharon Amity, Ste 110
704-333-9991
DillonNaturalHealth.com

Thermography is a non-invasive
way to visualize the health of a
tissue. Identify inflammation in
breast tissue and other areas of the
body. Detect issues early to allow
time to make a change before
diagnosis occurs. See ad, page 31.

VETERINARIAN
ATRIUM ANIMAL HOSPITAL

THE PEACEFUL DRAGON

12610 Steele Creek Rd, Hwy 160
704-504-8866
ThePeacefulDragon.com
Reduce stress, boost energy and
develop top physical and
spiritual well-being! Learn
authentic and traditional tai chi
and qigong at Charlotte’s #1
school for martial arts and
health arts. See ad page 2.

TAROT
TAROT WITH A TWIST

Karen Yoder
704-771-9571
Karen@TarotWithATwist.com
TarotWithATwist.com
Tarot and Crystal Reading, Energy
Work and Intuitive Business
Coaching either face-face or
distance. Private parties for all
readings, and workshops on
crystals and pendulums. See ad,
page 35.

Dr Kim Hombs, DVM, CVA, CVCH, CTui-Na
6520 McMahon Dr, 704-542-2000
AtriumAnimalHospital.com
The most comprehensive
Holistic/Integrative Animal
Medicine Practice in the
Charlotte region. Alternative
vaccine approaches, double
certified acupuncturist and
herbalist, offering cold and class
4 laser, TCM food therapy, Tui-na, Animal
Rehabilitation with underwater treadmill. See ad,
page 15.

YOGA
HARMONY YOGA

Lisa Moore, Registered Yoga Teacher
704-277-3887
HarmonyYogaNC.com
Yoga sends a signal to every cell
of your body to relax, calming
racing thoughts and clarifying
your spirit. Small classes in a
quiet, nurturing space overlooking nature. Gentle poses and
breathwork for all levels.
Beginners always welcome. See
ad, page 28.

THE PEACEFUL DRAGON

12610 Steele Creek Rd, Hwy 160
Charlotte, NC
704-504-8866
ThePeacefulDragon.com
Authentic yoga for health, selfcultivation and enlightenment.
Using postures and methods
practiced for centuries in the
Shaolin and Taoist traditions of
China. See ad, page 2.

CHARLOTTE NATURAL
ANIMAL CLINIC
JAMES SCHACHT, DVM

2123 E 7th St, 980-819-7402
CharlotteNaturalAnimal.com
Charlotte’s only animal clinic
devoted solely to natural, holistic
care for animals. With 25 years
experience, Dr. James Schacht,
DVM, offering wellness exams,
vaccination alternatives,
homeopathic treatment of chronic
illness and natural flea and tick
control. See ad, page 30.

TAROLOGIST

Gina Spriggs
704-846-0217
GinaSpriggs.Guru
Holistic Intuitive. Intuitive
Development Mentor. Business
Coach for Professional Intuitives.
Private Readings. Energy Work.

Summer ends,
and autumn comes,
and he who would have
it otherwise would
have high tide always
and a full moon every night.
~ Hal Borland
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